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1. illtroduction 

ill contemporary cultural, social, and literary studies in the USA "whiteness" has 

recently become the central issue of scholarly interest (Wray 146). The goal of "whiteness 

studies" is to challenge white invisibility and its normative character which continues to 

permeate most aspects of American life. Rendering the quality of "whiteness" as yet another 

object of identity debate destroys the racial hierarchy and opens this concept to an honest and 

unbiased analysis. However, as Matt Wray points out: "Scholars of whiteness have become 

extraordinarily sure-footed and nimble when the word that follows white is supremacy, 

power, privilege, or pride, but they tend to stumble badly when it is followed by trash" (Wray 

3). This insinuates that whiteness studies are following a common pattern in the American 

social and cultural discourse and disregard the complexity of the given question, focusing 

solely on the problematic of "race", and ignoring the numerous related issues such as that of 

class, gender, sexuality, etc 1. This articulates the need for new approaches to the studies of 

identity; not those which focus on its single aspect, but those which take into account its 

complex, fluid and constantly evolving nature. "White trash" as a cultural concept unites 

numerous identity categories, and it is therefore imperative to subject it to a multilayered 

analysis; one which questions and attacks especially those aspects ascribed to "white trash" 

which have quietly been considered "natural,,2. 

What exactly is "white trash"? ill America's cultural milieu shaped by the widespread 

belief in classlessness (Beaver 17), and the possibility of the acquisition of the American 

dream "white trash" sounds like a pure literary oxymoron. It is a very pregnant label referring 

1 I am well aware of the incompleteness of this "list" and of the "embarrassed etc." at its end as Butler called it in 
Gender Trouble. No list can ever enumerate all aspects which comprise one's identity. Thus, my "etc." aspires to 
embrace all other possible aspects, and to leave this category open for any reader to add his/her own to it. 
2 The academic work in the field of "white trash" studies has been marked by the publication of White Trash -
Race and Class in America, edited by Matt Wray and Annalee Newitz in 1996. Since then, a great debate has 
taken place among the scholars about the nature of the approach to "white trash" studies. Some have argued that 
"white trash" studies further bolster the objectification of the "white trash" subjects, strengthening the myth and 
its negative affect on specific "white trash" people (cf. Smith 2004). 
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predominantly to the never-ending cycle of povertl among white people living in the rural 

South4
. However, it also carries inherent moral, biological, behavioral, and intellectual 

connotations. "White trash" people (read predominantly men) are and have been stereotyped 

as lazy, shiftless, slothful, indolent, immoral, racist, overly sexually active and violent 

alcoholics5
. These connotations have remained virtually intact for almost 300 years, allowing 

"white trash" to become a myth. 

The most important aspect of a myth is that its content (in this case "white trash" 

people/bodies) always lies within a great distance from the recipient/creator of the myth. This 

distance is both literal and metaphorical. The myth is "naturalized", grounded so deeply in 

people's minds that even upon coming face to face with its real content and history the 

recipient rather turns to the mythical explanation. This is only possible, because the content of 

the myth is constantly being deferred (in Derrida's terms). "White trash" evades definition as 

strongly as it is imposed on it from the outside. When deconstructing the myth, it becomes 

evident that every aspect of it is simultaneously implying its own counterpart. Thus, "white 

trash" people and the "white trash" myth are in a constant state of evasion and equivocation. 

There is a false dichotomy between the real and the myth6
. The myth is a cultural narrative, a 

fluctuating text drawing on the language of fact and fiction and affecting real people. 

1.1. The "White Trash" Myth Analyzed According to Barthesian Concept of the Myth 

The analysis of the "white trash" myth in accordance with Roland Barthes' concept of 

the myth as he states it in Myth Today proves that "white trash" people/bodies are the empty 

3 It is not the static condition of poverty that is so despicable, it is primarily the inability to break its cycle. 
4 In this thesis the labels "South", "Southern", and "Southerner" are used not only regionally but also in the 
complex "mythical" sense (cf. Wray 159). 
5 These are the characteristic traits of the settlers in antebellum North Carolina as originally depicted by William 
Byrd in Histories of the Dividing Line Betwixt Virginia and North Carolina. Confront the on-line Urban 
Dictionary which features the very same "qualities". 
6 I would like to thank Jeremy Hill from GWU for this comment. 
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signifiers of the myth, devoid of their history in order to preserve the myth and retain its 

function. This thesis attempts to show, how the "white trash" myth has become naturalized, 

and what are, or whether there are, any possibilities of its deconstruction or denaturalization 

through literature, specifically through the works of Dorothy Allison. 

Allison writes from within the myth and intentionally seeks to shatter it. Does she 

completely denaturalize it? No, she draws on the myth as much as she attacks it, which shows 

that the extent to which the myth has permeated her writing is noticeably great. Which aspects 

of the myth is she directly attacking, and which ones has she carried on into her works? Has 

her attempt to denaturalize the "white trash" myth been successful? 

In Myth Today, Barthes defines myth as "a mode of signification, a form," (109) a 

second-level sign made from material which "has already been worked on" (110), in other 

words simplified, subjected to stereotypical representations. What kind of material formed the 

"white trash" myth and how had it been filtered in order to provide the desired simplification? 

It was primarily literature with its stereotypical depictions of southern rural whites; social 

sciences, especially during the boom of eugenic studies, which labeled poor whites as a 

distinct ethnic; and popular press spreading the iconic photos of impoverished whites across 

the nation. All these representations have been emptied of their first level meaning before 

entering the myth as signifiers. Their signified is the concept of the myth which, according to 

Barthes "is confused, made of yielding, shapeless associations" (119) and holds together only 

due to its function. What is the most important function of the "white trash" myth? According 

to Will D. Campbell (Carr 9) it provides a perfect scapegoat for America's gravest sins. Being 

the ultimate American "other" (Harkins 5) it takes the blame for white racism, the very 

existence of poverty, and the inability to materialize the powerful myth of the American 

dream. The myth draws on the assumption that the white color of one's skin is a sufficient 

condition of success. Those who fail to make use of it must be "deficient in some fundamental 
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manner" (Beaver 19). Furthermore the myth provides a safe boundary for the middle class 

whose fear of the fluidity of class (Beaver 16) provides a strong reason for keeping the myth 

alive and powerful allowing it to take on new facades without actually changing its function 

and impact. 

"Myth transforms history into nature" (129), claims Barthes. It substitutes the linear 

relationship between a signifier and a signified into a causal one, and "robs" the signifier of its 

history. In order to denaturalize or deconstruct the myth it is imperative to reveal the history 

of the signifier. Who or what has the potential to do so? In the "white trash" discourse the 

signifier, or the infinite number of signifiers, are people, bodies. Is it possible to be a part of 

the myth, an embodiment of the empty signifier, and shatter the myth from within? Up to 

what extent feel "white trash" signifiers/people that they are being deformed by the myth, and 

up to what extent did they already naturalize the myth, believing it to be at once "true and 

unreal" (Barthes 128)? Taking into account the widespread effect of "white trash myth" how 

strong does the denaturalization have to be? Can one only shatter the myth for himlherself 

leaving the other recipients of the myth intact, or is it possible that by uncovering the myth for 

other readers, one "naturally" breaks lose from it? The naturalization of the "white trash 

myth" is so strong that although its content is constantly shifting, although it perpetually 

deconstructs itself, the myth pervades in a fixed form, because its "unstable" concept 

encompasses contrasting qualities which can be modified according to any given situation. 

The naturalization of "white trash" signifiers meant not only that poor white 

Southerners were robbed of their history but also of their voice. "White trash" people have 

always been objectified and silenced precisely because of the danger they might want to 

narrate their side of the "story", and thus undermine other "Southern" master narratives (Gray 

5). In this respect "trashy" whites share the fate of all other groups (not only) in the United 

States who were/are disenfranchised and oppressed on the basis of any aspect of their identity 
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- their race, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, class, opinion, religious beliefs, or anything else; and 

who are still striving to be heard. The "white trash" myth thus mirrors the function of the 

master narrative of the colonizer rendering the disenfranchised subjects as "other" and 

sustaining in them the notion of "natural" inferiority. 

1. 2. The "White Trash" Myth in the Works of Dorothy Allison 

Dorothy Allison is a contemporary American writer coming from a self-proclaimed 

"white trash" background; she is the embodiment of the myth's empty signifier. Being a 

woman her history had not even turned into nature, since as a "white trash" woman she has 

had no history to begin with7
• She is one of the very few "white trash" signifiers who has 

managed to acquire a voice and be heard, and one of even fewer who has dared to make her-

"white-trash" -story the main focus of her narration. Apart from many other contemporary 

Southern women writers she embraces and is proud of the label "white trash"s. In many 

aspects she could be seen as continuing in the Southern literary tradition - she makes use of a 

vast number of Southern issues ranging from the focus on the South as a unique region, 

through the nature and importance of female storytelling, to that of the Southern grotesque, 

and Puritan work ethics. Her writing also coincides with currently debated literary issues, 

such as that of autobiography, survival dynamics, violence, and shame which all play a major 

role in her stories. 

Allison primarily disrupts the myth by placing women's stories and issues into the 

center of her writing, since in the "white trash" discourse women have always been defined 

7 The vast majority of books about the history of rural poor whites in the South focuses on the living and 
working conditions of men, women are usually put under the "and family" label. Even publications which 
acknowledge the lack of academic writing on this subject fail to include equally detailed accounts of women's 
history (Foley 141-162, Graham 337). 
8 Carolyn Chute, a notable contemporary Southern writer who publishes her writings in mainstream presses, 
rejects this label fiercely, when it is applied to her work by cultural and literary critics, because she feels its 
negative and derogatory charge (Hartigan 2005: 127) 
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(and defined themselves) in terms of their relationships to men (Tracy 185). Furthermore, the 

sole act of narrating "white trash" stories has "been the exclusive domain of male writers" 

(Watkins 451). Women's "white trash" history from a point of view of a "white trash" female 

author opens up a wholly new and neglected world for most readers as well as literary and 

non-literary scholars9
• 

Allison's authorial identity is comprised of innumerable aspects ranging from that of a 

"white trash" girl, to that of a writer, a lesbian, a fighter for the freedom of one's sexual 

appetite, a rape victim, a mother, a political activist, and many more. This allows for the fact 

that Allison is often seen as much of a writer as a publicly politic/politically public persona, or 

a trauma patient, and her work is thus judged accordingly - as a literary text, a manifesto, or a 

rape victim's confession. This thesis sets out to pose a literary interpretation and analysis of 

Allison's work while not excluding the possibility of her texts to function otherwise 

acknowledging Foucault's demand to see literature as an integral part of social power 

structures (Vickroy 57). 

Concerning the issues present in her writings, it is imperative to view her work from a 

multilayered perspective and not focus solely on the questions of class, gender, and sexuality 

as such has been the main trend so far 10. Bearing in mind the impossibility (and even danger) 

of the compartmentalization of (a textual) identity, a close reading of a number of Allison's 

texts will attempt to show how the innumerable issues in her work intermingle and conflate 

thereby producing a distinct identity, a distinct body, a unique text carrying numerous 

functions 11 • 

9 There is a number of sociology, anthropology, and psychology articles which cite Allison's works in order to 
back up their arguments (cf Haaken). 
10 There is not a great body of academic writing about the works of Dorothy Alison. It comprises predominantly 
of magazine articles scattered in renowned literary journals such as Contemporary Literature, Southern Folklore, 
GLQ: Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies, and others. It is not surprising that each article usually focuses on one 
aspect of her work, be it sexuality, storytelling or the question of class. 
11 However, focusing on the "white trash" myth it is the "white trash" aspect of Allison's writings which will be 
given the greatest attention. 
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This thesis will analyze the relationship between the myth and "white trash" bodies 

when they stand in clear opposition. This is best seen in Allison's depiction of working 

conditions in Bastard Out Of Carolina (1992) which will be confronted with the mythical 

assumption of "white trash" laziness and sloth. It will further examine the complex emotional 

processes of a "white trash" body internalizing the myth which are openly depicted in her 

essay "A Question of Class" (Skin: Talking About Sex, Class, and Literature 1994); and 

transformed into a powerful short story "River of Names" (Trash 1988). Last but not least, the 

thesis sets out to examine the possibilities of resisting the "white trash" myth through the act 

of narrating personal stories from a "white trash" subject position. It is the medium of writing 

and narration itself through which Allison attempts to denaturalize the "white trash" myth 

setting her text in opposition to the mythical text. The blunder of fiction and reality in the 

myth, and the confusion of the "real" palpable body with the mythical representation of it is 

best mirrored in Allison's memoirlautobiography Two or Three Things I Know For Sure 

(1995). The decision to focus on these three subjects is grounded in the importance they play 

in Allison's work and, simultaneously, how they are deployed within the "white trash" myth. 

Despite the strategic separation into these three issues, they are closely interrelated and 

conditioned by each other. 

Given the elusive nature of the "white trash" myth, it is not surprising that it has 

recently assumed yet another fac;ade which seemingly opposes the perception of "white trash" 

people as being abhorrent and despicable characters; "white trash" is currently becoming a 

"hip" commodity, a marketable product of the "South" (Gray 2004: 7, Sandell, Smith 2004). 

In this new phase the old myth has not lost any of its negative aspects and stereotypes, but 

since pride and shame have always been present and intertwined in the myth, pride is now 

assuming the leading position: "I now can be both cool and authentic," claims Berube 
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demonstrating his "white trash" origins through the purchase of a "Cheap Trailer Trash" T-

shirt (37). Many "middle-class people use 'white trash' 'costuming' to distance themselves 

from the identity, ironically, as if to say, if I have to wear this T-shirt to become 'white trash' 

then I wasn't 'trash' in the first place"12. 

Barthes draws attention to the difficulty of deconstructing a myth from the inside 

when he says: "[1]t is extremely difficult to vanquish myth from the inside: for the very effort 

one makes in order to escape its strangle hold becomes in its turn the prey of myth" (135). 

Allison's characters might have added to the "popularity" and commodification of the "white 

trash" concept/myth, not bodies, exactly by those qualities which she uses to denaturalize the 

myth. This reflects the immense power, flexibility, and fluidity of the myth - it can "devour" 

its own counterpart and make it its own showcase. Thus, Allison's attempt to shatter the myth 

might have, paradoxically (but within the logic of the myth), only reinforced it13. 

12 I would like to thank Jeremy Hill from GWU for this comment. 
13 In her article "Telling Stories of Queer White Trash" Jillian Sandell sets to: "investigate the extent to which 
[Allison's] storytelling operates both hegemonically [as remystifying those social and economic relations they 
aim to expose] and as a liberating practice" (215). She ends by praising Allison for her "contribution to the 
urgent political project of critiquing and dismantling the oppressive system of class relations in the United 
States" (227). In other words she claims Allison has been successful in denaturalizing the myth. 
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2. Chapter One 

From the Stereotype Towards the Myth 

2. 1. Deconstructing the Term "White Trash,,14 

"[W]hite trash represent the frightening porosity of borders, 
all the ugliness and imperfection that must be rejected in 
order for stable perfection to be gained." (Beaver 28) 

"White trash" is an ambiguous term of a conflicting nature. It evades fixation, its 

meaning and content being constantly deferred. It oscillates between being a (most obviously) 

classist/racist slur to being a proud denomination of one's attitude and origins (Hartigan 1996: 

44). On the one hand, "white trash" is the subject of a growing body of academic work; on the 

other, a great number of people use it as a derogatory term; it is charged with the same level 

of political incorrectness as words which have long been excluded from a standard dictionary. 

As Kirby points out in The Countercultural South: "It is widely (and I think truly) said that in 

our age of official respect for ethnic diversity, enforced more or less by 'politically correct' 

speech, the only remaining fair game for put-down humor is white southerners. (They are not 

certified as 'ethnic.')" (89). 

In order to deconstruct the "white trash" myth it is first imperative to scrutinize the 

term "white trash" itself. The first problem which occurs when dealing with this denomination 

is that, when not followed by any other noun, "white trash" displays an enormous amount of 

space for any kind of reference, for any signifier, thus making it detached and objectified. 

According to John Hartigan Jr., a renown scholar of whiteness studies, "white trash" is a 

"rhetorical identity" which does not provide "an unique, locatable, ethnographic object" but 

14 The term "white trash" has been used in popular literature of the North by 1860's (Hartigan 2005: 61) I use it 
here as an umbrella term which includes all other similar denominations such as: poor whites, landless whites, 
rednecks, hillbillies, crackers, etc. I am aware of the fact that each of these labels has a slightly different referent 
with a specific history. 
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serves as a "naming practice within a discourse of difference by which racial and class 

identities in the United States are maintained" (1992: 8)15. 

"White trash" is a popular concept familiar to most US citizens. At first glance it 

combines the depiction of race with that of class, but to narrow the term down to these two 

concepts would be dangerously misleading as the "white" only depicts skin color16 and 

"trash" is laden with inherent negative moral, social and behavioral connotations 17 , presently 

not necessarily economic ones. Although the term has often been explained as referring to 

poor whites, lately its dominant connotation is one of behavior and attitude18
. The current 

prevailing concept does not substitute one issue by another (poverty by behavior) but 

broadens itself to sustain both. Furthermore, the economical aspect of the myth is being 

overshadowed by the behavioral one which is a dangerous process renewing and prolonging 

the legitimacy of the "white trash" myth. 

The label is used to other and objectify signifiers who are scapegoated for the flaws 

and sins of the rest of the society. It serves as a boundary term which safely distinguishes 

"whites" from "blacks" and further "good" whites from the "bad" ones (primarily upper and 

middle-classes from lower classes). The stubborn endurance of the label and hence the myth 

bears witness to the sustaining need of the American society for such delineations. Beaver 

argues it is a concept used predominantly by the middle class in order to assure themselves of 

their superior status (13). Since whiteness has been, and still is, seen as a "natural" 

predisposition to a flawless and successful life (which is equated with the upper- and middle 

class status), people who are unable to fulfill it are inherently viewed as deviant, and "less 

15 In this thesis I refrain from the mythical discourse and always use the term "white trash" as a modifier to 
denominate a certain noun (body, people, concept, women, men), to make the signifier as palpable to the reader 
as possible. 
16 Contemporary sociologists even argue for the abolishment of the term "race" substituting it rather with 
"culture" or "ethnicity" (Ratc1iffe; Solomos and Back). 
17 A contemporary list of these connotations can be found in the on-line Urban dictionary. Some of the most 
frequently reoccurring ones are for example: "white trash men beat their women", "white trash men are 
alcoholics", "white trash women are sluts", "white trash fathers rape their daughters", "white trash are racist", 
etc. (http://www.urbandictionary.comldefine.php?term=white+trash) 
18 See Urban Dictionary - You don't have to be poor to be white trash. 
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white". "White trash" is a proof, a deterrent example of "failed whiteness" (Beaver 15). This 

leads to their objectification19 by the rest of the society, and places them in what Beaver calls 

a "racial limbo" (15). On the one hand, they are placed side by side to other disenfranchised 

groups such as African Americans and Latin@s on the other, nobody can deny them the 

"privilege" of being white2o. The term "white trash" implies that all non-white people are 

naturally "trash", skin color is used as a differentiating mark between similar class groupS21. 

The "ethnification" of whiteness is nevertheless of enormous importance as it pulls 

whiteness out of the realm of invisibility, thus answering the demand of writers and 

theoreticians such as bell hooks and Toni Morrison (Wray and Newitz 5) to perceive 

whiteness as yet another aspect of one's identity, not a dominant norm; a skin color identity 

which is just as socially constructed as other identities. However, the only visible 

representatives of whiteness so far are the "not quite white" (Wray 2006) "white trash" bodies 

which are furthermore laden with the worst behavioral aspects. Within this logic it has been 

for example fairly easy for white Americans to accept the responsibility for racism since "the 

culprits were barely white to begin with" (Graham 341) - racism being one of the strongest 

and most enduring "white trash" stereotypes. Since all faulty behavior is rendered as 

inherently "white trash", whiteness itself is redeemed as a normative and respectable standard. 

"The other" is always feared by those who perceive it such, and it is precisely the fear 

which buttresses the borders between "white trash" and the rest of the American society (both 

white and non-white). The fear, that the signifier might "escape" the denomination and diffuse 

the delineation between "us" and "them" which would conceptually lead to the destruction of 

the hierarchical distinctions in society (not only in the terms of race and class), and 

individually to the demand to acknowledge personal responsibility for one's own flaws. It is 

19 "The objectification leading to the term." I would like to thank Jeremy Hill from GWU for this comment. 
20 Sometimes they're even seen as the purest form of whites I would like to thank Jeremy Hill from GWU for 
this comment. 
21 I would like to thank Jeremy Hill from GWU for this comment. 
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not only the middle class who utilize this myth, but everyone who denies the true nature of 

their negative behavior ascribing the possibility to act in such a way solely to some "other", 

often "white trash" bodies22. Thus, "white trash" people pose a threat to a non-"white trash" 

society - a threat that the "white trash" concept might disintegrate and the sense of 

responsibility finally might have to be acquired by those who keep denying it. That is why the 

"white trash" myth is given so much space allowing for its mutations and transformations. It 

has to be kept alive no matter in what form. 

The theoretical analysis of the "white trash" myth which stresses the potential of 

"white trash" bodies to transgress social boundaries, unite binary divisions, and disintegrate 

cultural constructs follows the same pattern as the works of contemporary "queer" and 

postcolonial theoreticians who question the essence of any "natural" categories or fixed 

divisions, and stress the importance of performativity in the formation of one's identity23. 

2. 2. The Simplification of "White Trash" History 

At first, the concept of "white trash" related to whites in rural areas of the Southern 

states, whose living conditions were deemed strange, "un-civilized" or "un-natural" by people 

who depicted them. It gradually came to encompass even Northern inhabitants. Nevertheless, 

the focus on Southern "white trash" bodies allows for a more focused analysis of the "white 

trash" myth, especially when related to literature and the works of Dorothy Allison. 

According to Barthes, when entering the myth the signifier has to be simplified, 

emptied of its true meaning, robbed of its history. Only under these circumstances is the 

signifier sufficiently pliant, and capable of expressing the meanings demanded by the myth. 

22 For example violence against children can be described as "beating" when speaking of "white trash" families 
with focus placed on the act of violence itself, but as "spanking" in other families with focus placed on the 
aftermath of the violent act and its "positive" impact on the child's upbringing. 
23 See for example Gloria Anzaldua's BorderlandslLa Frontera and ludith Butler's Gender Trouble which 
address the issue of crossing the borders in a literal as well as metaphorical sense. 
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Within the "white trash" myth, this simplification had been achieved through the formation of 

"white trash" stereotypes predominantly in literature, journalism, and eugenic studies. 

One of the most important moments in the creation of a stereotype is the unification of 

diversity. When considering the "white trash" stereotypes it is precisely this feature which 

played a major role in their formation but which is rarely addressed in a sufficiently 

significant and exhausting manner. The contemporary denomination "white trash" serves as 

an umbrella term for other pejorative labels24
, and refers to people of various regional origins, 

various histories, various working and living situations. Sylvia Jenkins Cook in From 

Tobacco Road to Route 66 lists "at least" three distinct groups of white people who were 

lumped together under the same "white trash" stereotype - the mountaineers, the 

sharecroppers and tenant farmers, and the mill workers - noting that the differences in their 

representations soon became "blurred" (x), forgotten, and ignored. Moreover, from a 

historical point of view these three groups didn't "evolve" simultaneously, rather were 

conditioned by each other. The gradual fusion of these numerous histories into one simple 

story accounts for the malleable and fluctuating nature of the "white trash" myth. 

It is important to note, that the very need for the explanation of the origins of white 

poverty is a unique feature of the New World, where the sole possibility of such a condition is 

deemed as refuting the essence of the American dream, and as denying the Puritan concept of 

the Promised Land. The repetitive cycle of poverty is perceived as un-American, alien, un-

natural, and therefore had to be elaborately explained through two dominant creation myths -

"environmental" which "blames" the fertile climate and the diet of its inhabitants25
, and 

"genetic" which deems them biologically inferior, and therefore "naturally predisposed to 

being poor" (McDonald 16). 

24 These labels are frequently aligned with the regional distinctions - Florida Crackers, Arkansas mountaineers, 
Louisiana Cajuns, etc. 
25 The myth claims that thanks to the unique fertility of the climate "white trash" people did not have to work in 
order to survive. 
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Both of these myths are deeply grounded in the writings of William Byrd, who is an 

ambivalent "founder" of the "white trash" studies26
. His History of the Dividing Line Betwixt 

Virginia and North Carolina (written 1728, first published 1841) is acknowledged as the 

primary source for all subsequent works concerning poor Southern whites. Byrd's text 

establishes all future stereotypes not only in literature, but also in journalism, and social 

sCIences. 

William Byrd of Westover was a commissioner who surveyed the disputed boundary 

line between Virginia and North Carolina in 1728. He and his fellow travelers were supposed 

to explore this region, and provide sufficient arguments for the political division between 

these two colonies. His text is in reality a diary of this expedition which he later tailored for a 

publication in London. This short depiction of the circumstances under which his History was 

conceived already presents great difficulties for the book's interpretation (Carr 15-16). In 

History, literary ambitions which demand stylization intermingle with Byrd's "true" 

depictions of events while he tries to retain the function of the text as a serious scientific 

survey. 

Most frequent quotes from History refer to Byrd's depictions of whites as lazy, 

indolent, irreligious, simple-minded, filthy, promiscuous, vulgar, and diseased. A closer 

reading of the text however discloses that there are numerous incongruences in these 

generalizations; that Byrd frequently contradicts himself; that every stereotype he "coins" 

refers to a certain un-articulated history; and that the negative picture he creates serves a 

blatant functional purpose27
• Furthermore, in his depictions Byrd drew on the long-lasting 

antagonism between the two colonies due to the disputed border region (being hired by 

26 A vast majority of scholarly work on the history of "white trash" people start with quotes from Byrd's History 
(McIlwaine, Cook, Carr, Wray, Harkins, etc.) 
27 For example when B yrd notes that: "tis a thorough A version to Labor that makes People file off to N Carolina, 
where Plenty and a warm sun confirm them in their Disposition to Laziness for their whole Lives" (Byrd 90), he 
shortly contradicts himself when he points out that even "the best Estate affords little more than coarse 
subsistence" (92) (Carr 16-17). For further critical analysis of Byrd's text see McIlwaine (3-15). 
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Virginia his preferences were strictly on his superordinates' side), as much as from his 

personal position of an aristocrat who perceived lower classes inferior, and last but not least 

from stereotypical literary depictions of the poor by such authors as Petronius or Daniel Defoe 

whom he greatly admired (Mcllwaine 4-5)28. 

Nevertheless, Byrd had one strong reason which prompted him to employ the 

stereotypes in a truly harmful manner. The disputed area he had been sent to survey had 

functioned as a no-man's-land, a free territory, and therefore a refuge to many outlaws, and 

runaway slaves, where they co-habited with American Indians (Mcllwaine xxii9
: "Nor were 

these worthy Borderers content to shelter Runaway Slaves, but Debtors and Criminals have 

often met with the like Indulgence" (Byrd 58). At the beginning of the 18th century, it was still 

an untamed and uncivilized space, not subjected to any authority. Frequently referred to as the 

"backwoods" it blatantly references the fear of the suppressed "other", the dark unknown, the 

Dionysic (Cook 141), the chaotic. The people Byrd had seen in this no-man's-land often 

rejected his beliefs in what he perceived to be the "natural order" of the human society: "the 

need for hard work and purposefulness, the economic and physical dependence of women 

upon men, and the proper distinction between white men and Indians" (Harkins 15). In other 

words, Byrd despised, feared, and was unable to conceive the disruption of social hierarchy, 

the disintegration of the established boundaries, the penetration of "nature" into "civilization". 

It is at this point that the truly "natural" habitat is deemed "queer" and "unnatural" by the 

civilized society. 

The further history of the inhabitants of these "backwoods" is marked by the loss of 

this open and fluid territory, and consequently by their reluctant and uneasy subsumation into 

the surrounding hierarchical structures, be it in terms of social, economic or political relations. 

Mcllwaine depicts this change in terms of a "typical American rape of the land" when the 

28 Needless to say Byrd's literary models were white males of upper- middle-class status. 
29 Hence the term "white Indians" (McIlwaine xxi). 
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"backwoods suddenly became private" (164), and those, who were "too poor to own land or 

slaves30 
[ ... ] squat[ed] [ ... ] either on no-man's land or government districts - [ ... ] and 

claim[ed] masterdom over the place they invade[d] till ejected by rightful proprietors" 

(Lockley 60). The separation of land forced its inhabitants to either remain in the same place 

and become sharecroppers or flee further West. However, plantation owners caught up with 

them sooner or later wherever they went. 

From this point on, the landless whites acqUIre a number of other enduring 

stereotypes. Their disregard for authorities marks them as a "violent lot" (Wray 34); their 

search for another free territory or for a better land to work on as sharecroppers stigmatizes 

them as vagrant (Foley 71); and since the postbellum period when they competed for work 

predominantly with African Americans and Mexicans they have been perceived as 

unconditionally racist. 

There is a number of contemporary theoretical works addressing race relations among 

the "white trash" people, blacks, and Mexicans31 in the postbellum South. Many argue it has 

been the plantation owners and the mill owners (the representatives of the oppressive power) 

who stirred racial animosity among the poor whites, blacks, and Mexicans with the intention 

to prevent them from realizing their common class status and uniting to fight for better 

working conditions. Thus, the question of race had been foregrounded to that of class32
, and 

reinforced in the poor whites the notion of their superiority (Foley 101, 181-186). This 

however often resulted in their unemployment, as they demanded higher pay, and better 

working conditions than blacks or Mexicans who, on top of working more for less money, 

were more experienced (Foley 176). Another double-edged feature of the white skin 

30 The fact they didn't own land or slaves however does not necessarily have to be ascribed to poverty. The 
withdrawal of "backwoods" people from the social structures of the American colonies might have meant they 
felt oppressed by them and sought space which would have been free from any authoritarian assertions power 
represented by people such as William Byrd and future plantation owners. 
31 For race relations in the South see Foley, Tracy, Lockley. 
32 In "Women Without Class" by Julie Bettie the author gives a contemporary example of how class related 
identity is overshadowed by that of skin color often to a major disadvantages of lower classes regardless of skin 
col or who being class-blind do not realize them. 
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superiority was that many rich whites would not employ their poor counterparts for the sole 

fact that they "disliked to see white people living that way", i.e. doing "black man's work" 

(Foley 131), working for money. The perpetrators of the racial and social hierarchy in the 

South literally forced poor whites into the realm of invisibility33, imposed upon them the 

concept of abjection, and created a perfect "dark white" American "other". 

2. 3. Eugenic Stereotypes - Scientific Legitimization of Disdain34 

One of the earliest and strongest arguments for the patronization of the "white trash" 

bodies has been their deployment as a unique "race" not on the basis of their skin color but on 

a much vaguer set of characteristics and values established predominantly through the 

confiating work of writers35, journalists, and pseudo-scientists36. Mcllwaine notes, that the 

"Florida Cracker" in 19th century literature had almost become "a new racial type" and the 

same went for poor whites across the South. They became the "objects of study" for eugenic 

"scientists" who had enjoyed more than two decades (roughly 1890's till 1920's) during 

which they could freely patronize and oppress "white trash" people legitimizing their conduct 

by pointing to the "scientific facts,,37. The poor white was perceived as biologically inferior, 

33 The notion of involuntary invisibility is a frequent issue in "minority" literatures - for example Ellison's 
Invisible Man. 
34 For an extensive analysis of the eugenics movement see Wray 65-98. 
35 A great example of this conflation is the work of Southern Agrarians, advocates of the Old Southern hierarchy. 
In I'll Take My Stand (1930), John Gould Fletcher used "scientific" facts to argue that poor whites were inferior 
and should only exist for the sake of the superior, are thus un-educable and should only be occupied with 
plowing and washing the dishes (Carr 6). I'll Take My Stand is mostly viewed as a literary proclamation, a genre 
existing on the verge of literature and journalism. 
36 In its age, eugenics have been conceived as a legitimate scientific field of study. With the Second World War 
and the deployment of this "science" by the Nazis who used it to advocate the elimination of Jewish people, 
eugenics lost its "legitimate" scientific status are presently considered a pseudo-science. 
37 The popularity of the eugenics movement has its roots in the infatuation by sciences which can be dated by 
Darwin's publication On The Origin Of Species in 1859. 
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genetically defective, "a breed apart" (Wray and Newitz 2), "naturally" determined to the 

condition of poverty by his/her "blood,,38. 

Matt Wray argues that the "scientific" delineation and objectification of poor whites 

was buttressed by the emerging class of middle class professionals for whom it served as an 

argument for the "natural basis of the social order" (69) eliminating the possibility of crossing 

or even questioning the boundaries between different social, ethnic, racial, and economic 

groups, and positioning the white middle-class safely within the impenetrable distance of the 

"other". 

The scientific investigation undertaken by eugenics movement's proponents resulted 

in involuntary sterilization of poor white men and women. In the 1927 case Buck v. Bell 

Supreme Court ruled it legal to involuntary sterilize those "it deemed unworthy for sexual 

reproduction" (Wray 69). The decision of the court was based on eugenic scientists' studies 

which proposed such "scientific facts" as: "The impudicity39 of 'the Jukes,4o women is 

twenty-nine times greater than that of average woman" (cited from Wray 66). The US power 

structures denied poor white women the possibility to give birth to and raise their children, 

and marked their sexual and bodily desires as animalistic, less-human, illegitimate. 

The "scientists" argued that overt sexual activity of "white trash" women inevitably 

leads to incestuous relations (Hartigan 2005: 81). Before the rise of the eugenic studies the 

preconception of "white trash" people as incestuous has been predominantly seen as owing to 

their geographical isolation. However, eugenics proponents underlined and emphasized this 

stereotype by "explaining" it as a biological predisposition pertinent only to "white trash" 

people, and conditioned by a whole reproductive cycle, by a "natural" lattice of 

38 The notion of different blood is strongly present even in Allison's works, where she uses it as a means of 
positive identification with her family (C 162). 
39 Impudicity - immorality, immodesty, shamelessness (http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/impudicity) 
40 In 1877 Richard Dugdale published a book entitled The "}ukes": A Study in Crime, Pauperism, Disease, and 
Heredity which is seen as marking the beginning of eugenic studies in the USA. It focused on behavioral patterns 
of a poor white family which was seen by the author as representing a distinct "kind" of people (Hartigan 2005: 
79). 
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circumstances. Incest was grounded as the starting point of degenerate "breeding" and "white 

trash" women as inherent "reproducers" of idiocy and criminality41. Allocating incestuous 

relations solely within the "white trash" borders excluded the possibility of them being 

present among any other social groups, namely upper- and middle class white families. 

The dividing line between "white trash" people and upper- and middle-classes was 

naturalized as biological, not economic, thus creating and perpetuating the dichotomy 

between the legitimate and normative wealthy and the illegitimate and degenerate poor. The 

main stereotypical characteristics of illegitimacy were not only mental deficiencies seen as 

results of incestuous relations, but also birth out of wedlock, haggard physical appearance, 

poor social intelligence and the inability to transmit property and acquire wealth. 

2. 4. Literary Stereotypes - Creating the "Either - Or" Characters 

The stereotypes of poor whites in the former British colonies were spread and 

reinforced through traditional literary depictions of poverty. As Matt Wray argues: "[White 

trash's] deep origins lie within the fifteenth-, sixteenth-, and seventeenth-century English 

bourgeois conceptions of the poor as immoral, lazy, and criminal" (135). In American 

literature, the poor Southern white soon became a type, a stock character, a "popular folk 

figure" (Cook ix). It was primarily the disempowering condition of poverty that kept poor 

whites in the background of the stories, only rarely granting them a voice and the possibility 

to stand in the center of the story42. 

41 Seeing "white trash" bodies as scapegoats, who are inscribed with a set of characteristics otherwise invisibly 
present in every human being, discloses the argument behind eugenics' restriction, fear and condemnation of 
"white trash" women's sexuality. This approach to bodily desire and reproductive possibilities did not only apply 
to "white trash" women, but to white and black women in the South as well as to black men. They were marked 
as the "other", dangerous bodies. 
42 For an exhaustive analysis of the history of poor white characters see McIlwaine, Cook, and Carr. 
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Fictitious poor whites embodied a set of fixed characteristics which provoked either 

laughter or disdain. Such simplicity in the fictitious representation of poor whites mirrors 

Barthes' claim that "a caricature [lends itself to signification] more than a portrait" (110). 

They were either despicable or pitiable, either threatening or comic, either dull or cunning. 

This rigid dichotomy in the literary portrayal of "white trash" inhabitants reflected their 

"boundary" existence and advocated the impenetrable social division putting forth the less-

human character of poor whites, since no "real" human beings behave in accordance with the 

schematic and stereotypic portrayal. The flat fictitious depictions furthermore enabled the 

readers to thoroughly enjoy their position as an audience, as spectators who felt compelling 

distance between themselves and the fictitious objects of ridicule. 

The most frequent "white trash" literary stereotypes have been the following: 

immorality, drunkenness, laziness, beggary, vagrancy, poverty, aggression, dullness, 

animosity, emotional simplicity bordering on idiocy, mental and physical retardation, 

drunkenness, unconditional hatred, filthiness, malnutrition, etc. Most of these stereotypes 

relate equally to men and women, although it is the men who are associated with them in the 

first place since masculinity is always seen as a master narrative. However, within the terms 

of gender differences, it is male ferocity and female immorality which form the characters' 

dominant profiles. 

"By the latter half of the 1930's the possibility of any writer's approaching poor 

whites with a mind and sensibility erased by preconceptions about them was a very remote 

one" (Carr 143). The employment of poor white stereotypes culminated in the works of 

Erskine Caldwell during the Great Depression43 and left indelible marks on all their future 

representations. The author utterly exploited the existing stereotypes creating such horrifically 

grotesque figures they only vaguely resembled humans. His characters were mere caricatures 

43 The sudden interest in the issues of poverty during the 1930's was unquestionably provoked by the massive 
rise in the numbers of the poor due to the economic situation. At this point poverty became visible, especially in 
the South which was seen as particularly backward and not fully American. 
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of human beings which marked them as perfect material for the formation of the myth. They 

exist on the verge of idiocy, degraded to the animal level, and "empowered" solely with the 

basic bodily instincts - the demand for food and sex. The author's "white trash" bodies were 

utterly despicable, their emotional potential unquestionably refuted. 

Through such an extreme portrayal of his characters, Caldwell aimed to provoke pity 

in the audience which has in relation to "white trash" representatives been accustomed to 

unconditionally stereotypic reactions, mostly those of laughter or scorn. However, he fell 

short of this attempt as his readers followed the stereotypical scheme disregarding any 

potentially different response. As McDonald points out in relation to Tobacco Road (1932) as 

a popular Broadway musical: 

"Although Caldwell intended to use Tobacco Road to express his 
outrage against an economic system that kept its victims 
impoverished, the sexual titillation and the absurd caricatures 
merely reinforced the prevailing stereotypes." (17) 

In Tobacco Road and God's Little Acre (1933), Caldwell uses "white trash" 

protagonists solely as objects on which he projects his argument that poverty is despicable 

and dehumanizing. The author deprecates the condition of poverty but fails to redeem the 

"white trash" bodies who are its most palpable bearers. 

Caldwell's characters are passively one-dimensional. Firmly positioned in the dead 

end road44 their existence is restricted by social, economic, and "racial,,45 boundaries. 

Deprived of agency, Caldwell's "white trash" protagonists (along with their non-fictitious 

referents) served as mere recipients of other people's opinions, they were continually re-

inscribed with "either - or" meanings from the outside. In Barthes' terms, they play the role 

of the empty and simplified signifiers devoid of their history, yet containing contrasting 

44 Such as Jeeter Lester's family in Tobacco Road. 
45 Caldwell's writings coincide with the rise of eugenic studies which marked poor whites as a dysgenic race. 
See 2.V. 
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qualities which mark the possibility to ascribe them with whatever necessary functional 

concept/signified. 

2.5. Journalistic Stereotypes - When the Text Meets the Image the Myth Is Born 

"[T]hroughout the [20th
] century [a]s mass media increasingly 

permeated American culture, the distinction between image and 
reality became increasingly blurred. Inundated by stereotypical 
portrayals of shiftless, drunken, promiscuous, and bare footed 
people, [ ... ] many Americans [ ... ] came to see little or no 
difference between the "real" Southern [poor] and their cultural 
image." (Harkins 4) 

Barthes perceives the complete sign, the complete "myth" to be the "associative total 

of a concept and an image" (114) since "[p]ictures, to be sure, are more imperative than 

writing, they impose meaning at one stroke, without analyzing or diluting it" (110). The 

importance of photography in the construction of the "white trash" myth is thus obvious. The 

image of "white trash" people was subjected to the previous textual stereotypes and: 

"contributed to a powerful set of representational boundaries" (Henninger 86) of poor 

Southern whites. The birth of this iconic representation filled the signifier with a concept 

which Barthes would probably have called "white trashiness". 

The interest in Southern rural poverty culminated during the Great Depression and 

was accompanied, if not motivated, by the wide-spread use of photography in journals and 

magazines. In order to collect material for their social policies between 1935 and 1943, the 

government sent 24 predominantly Northern photographers to document Southern poverty 

(Kidd 110) and supply, in the editors' words, "archetypal representations" of the American 

poor (Kidd 116). The textual stereotypes suddenly met with the photographs of their 

protagonists - the word was united with the image. It is precisely at this point that the myth 

was born. 
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The journalistic depictions of poor white inhabitants of the South drew upon both 

fictional and scientific representations of them. Foreshadowed by the writings of William 

Byrd, the portrayal of poor white Southerners in journals and magazines has always been 

stigmatized by the outsider's point of view. Moreover, these outsiders were frequently 

travelers, journalists or scientists from the North (Mcllwaine 135), who viewed South and its 

inhabitants "mostly from train or boat [ ... ]. The poor whites thus became the inevitable still

life figures" (Mcllwaine 137) of the Southern landscape. 

The relationship between the literary stereotypes and those perpetrated by most 

journalists was mutually determined. For example, drawing on the dull passivity of 

Caldwell's characters Marion Post Wolcott, a Northerner visiting the South in the 1930's, was 

struck by the discrepancy of her assumptions and the "white trash" families she saw with her 

own eyes: "Many of them seemed to have some hope left, which surprised me" (Kidd 111). 

Such a remark brings evidence of the stereotypical image of poor whites which the journalists 

naturalized long before coming into contact with their "objects of interest". However, the 

journalistic depictions were less bound to provoke laughter than the literary ones. Newspapers 

often brought stories "about Southern illiteracy, violence, lynching, and idiocy" (Mcllwaine 

171) which strengthened the multilayered boundaries (political, regional, racial, economic, 

etc.) restricting the "white trash" bodies, and generated and reinforced the sensation of fear of 

the "other". 

The most famous publication of this era is Walker Evans' and lames Agee's Let Us 

Now Praise the Famous Men (1939)46. Agee's and Evans' project naturalized a great many 

stereotypical approaches towards the poor whites: the authors were both Northerners, they 

came to "study" the families thus objectifying them, the book was directed towards a non

"white trash" audience, the majority of the "white trash" stereotypes such as their simplicity, 

46 Their project was originally meant to be published in a newspaper, but ended up being a book. 
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dullness, and aggression remained intact47
• They naturalized the myth predominantly through 

their approach, through maintaining the same structures as were present in Caldwell. 

Same as Caldwell, they attempted to re-shape the "white trash" myth. Unlike 

Caldwell, they focused on stressing the concept of "human divinity" (Agee and Evans xiv) 

and spiritual richness of poverty. The authors believed a detailed portrayal of poor material 

conditions would change the perspective of their audience towards economically handicapped 

white bodies. This attempt resulted in a significant change in the perception of poor whites -

the split between Agee's and Evans's romanticized version of the "worthy poor" and 

Caldwell's perpetually despicable "white trash" caricatures. Needless to say this division only 

reinforced the boundaries around "white trash" bodies, stressing the moral aspect of the 

stereotype, and allowing space for their "rightful" condemnation. 

The discrepancy between the intention behind the portrayal of "white trash" bodies 

and the preconditioned manner of its reception (as has been seen in the works of Caldwell, 

and Agee and Evans) raises the question whether it is possible to use the "mythical" means of 

expression against the myth itself; whether a certain unique and palpable text can acquire 

enough power to attack the vague and elusive text of the myth. Although Caldwell was not 

writing against the myth, his main motivation was to re-shape it, to shift the myth's projection 

on its readers from abhorrence to pity. He did not succeed as his fiction was channeled 

through the mythical structures which interpreted his depictions of the less-human bodies in 

accordance with the familiar concept of disdain. The myth naturalized Caldwell's caricatures 

as signifiers, but rejected the signified with which the author endowed them. 

Agee's and Evans' aim was to celebrate poverty. This romantic approach dictated the 

outcome of their work - the creation of the "worthy poor". However, their project also 

resulted in buttressing the existing stereotypes, and advocating the binary "either - or" 

47 "There was in their eyes so quiet and ultimate a quality of hatred, and contempt, and anger, toward every 
creature in existence beyond themselves" (Agee and Evans 33). 
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character of poor whites provoking positive reactions for the "worthy poor" while invoking 

further contempt for the despicable "white trash". The myth naturalized its superficial 

disregard for the economic situation of the poor48 and strengthened its concept of immorality. 

Thus, these authors' attempts to re-shape the myth only resulted in broadening the 

mythical concept, in further confusion of its associations, in enriching the concept with 

contrasting qualities which generate the myth's potential to "devour" a variety of different 

signifiers and fill them with one simple meaning. The reason for Caldwell's, and Agee and 

Evans' failure was the fact they themselves naturalized and enacted the myth in their work as 

well as in their bodies49
. Nevertheless, they could be seen as Allison's distant predecessors at 

least in terms of realizing the myth's power and trying to address it. Unlike Allison, however, 

they were unable to descend from the mythical level to the first level of the sign; they failed to 

see distinct "white trash" bodies under the guise of the myth. 

48 The denial of the importance of money and the fore grounding of behavioral aspects is one of the strongest 
manifestations of the myth today. 
49 Meaning in the physical approach to poor white people, (un?)intentionally stressing their difference: "What 
you saw right away [ ... ] was a faint rubbing of Harvard and Exeter, a hint of family gentility, and a trace of 
romantic idealism. [ ... ] The families understood what [Agee] was down there to do. He'd explain it in such a 
way that they were interested in his [my emphasis] work" (Agee and Evans ix, xi). 
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3. Chapter Two 

Dorothy Allison - Writing Against the "White Trash" Myth 

3. 1. Dorothy Allison And Her "White Trash" Questions 

Dorothy Allison is a self proclaimed "cross-eyed working-class lesbian, addicted to 

violence, language and hope" (T 12). Within the literary field of work she is the author of a 

collection of poems, The Women Who Hate ... Me. (1983io; short stories, Trash (1988)51; 

personal essays, speeches and articles collected in a volume Skin: Talking About Sex, Class, 

and Literature (1994); two novels, Bastard Out Of Carolina (1992) and Cavedweller (1998); 

a performance memoir Two or Three Things I Know For Sure (1995); and a few science 

fiction stories52
. Nevertheless, Allison does not restrict her performance solely to writing as 

she fears the postmodern reduction of her work to pure textuality (Griffin 145). Contrariwise, 

her whole life and all the activities she has taken part in could be seen as a complex anti-

discriminatory, myth defying, and eye-opening project53
. This thesis will, focus on her literary 

production, and analyze its impact on the "white trash" myth as well as the effect of the myth 

on her writing. 

50 Expanded edition in 1990. 
51 In 2002 Trash was published again including an award winning short story Compassion 
(http://www.dorothyallison.net/). 
52 I will use the following abbreviations for Allison's texts: W - The Women Who Hate Me; T - Trash; S - Skin, 
Talking About Sex, Class, and Literature; B - Bastard Out Of Carolina, C - Cavedweller, TTT - Two or Three 
Things I Know For Sure. 
53 Dorothy Allison was born in 1949 in Greenville, South Carolina to a fifteen year old unwed mother who 
worked as a waitress. From the age of five until the age of fifteen she had been continually raped and physically 
abused by her stepfather. In her teenage years she became aware of being a lesbian. Allison went to Eckerd 
College in Florida and later earned a MA in anthropology from the New School for Social Research. She became 
politically active in the 1970's lesbian feminist movement living in a collective in Tallahassee, Florida, working 
as a volunteer in social centers, editing lesbian newspapers, and fighting for "women's revolution". At that time, 
encouraged by her friends, she also started writing short stories and poems. In the 1980's Allison played a major 
role in the movement's "Sex Wars" fighting for the freedom of sexual expression which earned her many 
enemies within and outside the feminist movement, an experience reflected in her collection of poems. The 
1990' s mark her career as a successful writer with her first novel Bastard Out of Carolina being a National Book 
Award finalist and winning two Lambda Awards. AIlison also dedicates her time to teaching, public readings, 
and being a mother (Megan 584-585, Miller). 
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There are innumerous influences which have shaped Allison's life and work, but as 

she claims in an essay entitled "A Question of Class": 

"[W]hat may be the central fact of my life is that I was born in 
1949 in Greenville, South Carolina, the bastard daughter of a 
white woman from a desperately poor family, a girl who had 
left the seventh grade the year before, worked as a waitress, 
and was just a month past fifteen when she had me." (S 15) 

Such a statement entails a great number of implications - the inescapable cycle of poverty, the 

internalization of shame, the contempt inflicted upon her by better-to-do others, the strong 

family ties, the stubborn pride, the indelible feeling of inferiority under her skin; Allison 

recapitulates herself as being born into the "white trash" myth, being an iconic representation 

of it. 

Allison leads a continuous dialogue with the myth, inside and outside textual grounds: 

"I am trying to understand how we internalize the myths of our society even as we resist 

them" (S 24). Within her myth-defying project she embodies both the "real" poor white 

Southern girl and the archetypal image of what Barthes would have called "white trashiness". 

Allison primarily addresses these two identities, which do not necessarily contrast with each 

other and do not always produce an easily interpretable set of binary oppositions. Instead, 

they intermingle, one often conditioned by the other, being an un/intentional product of the 

other. Such a complex situation echoes Barthes' claim about the relationship of the myth's 

concept ("white trash" signifier) towards its former meaning ("white trash" body): 

"[T]he form does not suppress the meaning, it only impoverishes 
it, it puts it at a distance, it holds it at one's disposal. [ ... ] [T]he 
meaning loses its value, but keeps its life, from which the form 
of the myth will draw its nourishment." (118) 

The myth is constantly nourished and re-formed by reality, constantly evolving but 

never really changing. 
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In her writing, Allison's characters represent the simplified concept of the myth as 

well as the meaning which has been erased by it. They are the products of the myth as well as 

the instruments of its deconstruction. How does Allison employ these two seemingly 

opposing forces in her texts? Is it viable to argue that her writing has strengthened the myth 

instead of deconstructing it? In what ways does her writing nourish the myth, and in what 

ways is her work poisonous for it? Is it possible to be a self-proclaimed "white trash" author, 

thus agreeing with the existence of the "white trash" myth, yet fight against its negative 

impact on "white trash" bodies? Is it possible to fight the myth on fictional grounds using 

"truth" as the author's major weapon? 

Through her de-mystifying project Allison embodies the post-deconstructive demand 

for "living theory,,54. By carving out a space for and within herself she grants herself and her 

characters the freedom of self-construction, which is unthinkable without a previous de-

construction55. In her dialogue with the "white trash" myth she simultaneously de- and re-

constructs it, allowing the disassembled parts to transgress the boundaries of the myth and 

take on a life of their own. She does not unconditionally attack the founding stereotypes of the 

myth, but deconstructs it by breaking the mythical barrier which holds them related only to 

"white trash" people56. Simultaneously, she grants her characters the possibility of self-

construction by ascribing to them qualities which have been previously denied to them on the 

basis of not being in accordance with their "white trash" "nature,,57. 

As the author explicitly states in regard to the "white trash" myth and its stereotypical 

simplifications of the signified: 

54 Cf. Gloria Anzaldua: BorderlandslLA Frontera. 
55 Allison illustrates the de- and re-constructing process in her novel Cavedweller, specifically in the portrayal of 
its main heroine Delia Byrd. Delia decides to reconstruct her life by returning to a small town Cayro in rural 
Georgia which she fled threatened by an abusive husband who almost killed her, leaving behind their two 
daughters. She returns in order to reconstruct her life as a mother and citizen of Cayro. Before she succeeds in 
winning her daughters' love and gaining back the respect of the town's inhabitants, she goes through what 
Allison calls "the crying season" - a period of deconstruction. 
56 For example the assumption that incest is committed only by "white trash" men. 
57 For example, the heroine in Bastard out of Carolina is an avid reader, a characteristic which has never been 
seen as an attribute of "white trash" girls. 
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"Some of that stuff is true. But [ ... ] I had to find a way to [ ... ] 
show you those people as larger than the contemptible myth. And 
show you why those men drink, why those women hate 
themselves [ ... ] Show you human beings instead of fold-up, 
mean, cardboard figures." (Hollinbaugh 16) 

In accordance with Barthes' theory of the myth, Allison intends to show the linear 

development in the history of her characters which the myth has naturalized as simple 

knowledgeable "facts". Her fighting strategy is to shake the foundations of these "facts" and 

show the audience her truth - "real" people with all their flaws and beauties. She resists 

Caldwell's caricatures as well as Agee's romanticism. Within the structure of the narrative, 

she is the author, the subject, and the audience, writing for and about herself. Allison stands in 

the center, unifying all participants of the text, thus defying one of the major prerequisites of 

the myth which is unconditional objectification. This is the most important difference between 

her and other writers who have chosen "white trash" people only as the protagonists and 

dumb signifiers of their ideas. 

Her work being largely autobiographical, the main character Allison writes about is 

herself. This gives her texts the strongest argument through which the author is able to shatter 

the myth. Through her use of individual speech Allison refuses to serve as an icon, as a body 

which lets itself be written over, filled by outside interpretations. By performing her unique 

subjectivity, she drags the empty signifier down to the first level of Barthes' myth-diagram 

(115) - to the level of language and meaning. Allison embodies a "white trash" woman's 

voice coming simultaneously from an authentic disenfranchised subject position and an 

objectified "other". The key weapon in Allison's struggle against the denigrating effects of the 

myth is that she fulfills Helene Cixous' s demand for women writers' independence by putting 

herself into the text and creating her own history as it is presented in her famous article "The 

Laugh of the Medusa" (875). 
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In all her work, Allison maps the porous borders between myth and reality, fact and 

fiction, truth and lie, and investigates the complicated nature of such emotions as love and 

hate, or pride and shame. Her texts prove that these categories do not form binary oppositions 

and that such strict divisions only encourage the simplification which leads to the formation 

of any myth. All of the seemingly opposing qualities are rooted in one situation; they share 

the same starting point. In her stories the contrasting emotions are tied so closely together that 

the existence of any dividing line between them is rendered as an artificial construct. Allison's 

plots of pride and shame or love and hate refute preconditioned understanding which is not 

based on individual experience. She shows her characters' confusion when having to relate to 

the concepts of these "conflicting" emotions and discovering that what they feel is impossible 

to squeeze under a fixed denomination. 

Allison's texts attack the simplified nature of the mythical language, which prescribes 

definite meanings to signs regardless of their context, by separating the fixed relations 

between the signifier and the signified and making them flexible and susceptible to individual 

interpretation. The author's texts undermine the simplicity of mythical language by 

questioning its unquestioned (and according to the myth unquestionable) meaning, making 

language her own unique and complex instrument. 

As the author admits, intentionally or not, she did internalize a certain level of the 

myth's signification. Focusing on three specific elements which form the concept of the 

"white trash" myth, and the manner in which they are deployed in the author's texts, this 

thesis will scrutinize up to what level Allison internalized the myth in her literary works. 

These elements are: the question of Puritan work ethic as opposed to "white trash" laziness; 

the complex emotional processes which lead to the internalization of the myth, and lastly the 

act of finding her own narrative voice, and placing herself into the center of her-story through 
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which the author defies the "white trash" myth's objectification. In the above mentioned 

aspects, there is a certain degree of both, the mythical concept as well as Allison's "truth". 

The attempt of this thesis should be viewed as de/constructing the "history of the 

dividing line betwixt myth and reality", and exploring the Southern landscape and its "white 

trash" women's bodies and minds for an answer to the question: "How [and why do] we 

internalize the myths of our society even as we resist them" (S 24). There is no anticipation of 

a detailed and accurate map. On the contrary, the "expedition" might come to an end when the 

border dissipates so much it will cease existing. However, there is also the possibility that the 

elusive and yielding myth might yet again naturalize the dividing line between itself and 

reality and incorporate Allison's truth into its deceitful nature. 

3. 2. Hard Work or hard work? 

The "white trash" myth is only one of many myths that permeate and co-create the 

southeast region of the United States simply called the "South,,58. One of the myths/narratives 

which the South shares with the rest of the USA is the all-penetrating myth/the master 

narrative of the American dream. The acquisition of the Dream is inextricably linked with the 

Puritan notion of Hard Work, and the presupposition that every white person "naturally" has 

the opportunity to prosper59. The myth of the American dream and the possibility of its 

acquisition has been generated and retained predominantly by upper and middle class whites 

in order to advocate their privilege, which they do not ascribe to their "inherited social 

position but to [H]ard [W]ork" (Beaver 20). 

However, as Roxanne A. Dunbar exclaims in Wray and Newitz's pioneering 

publication about "white trash": "We ['white trash'] are the proof of the lie of the American 

58 Some scholars even claim that the "South" itself is a myth, a fiction, a space of competing narratives (Gray 5). 
59 The color of one's skin has been seen as a "natural" predisposition to the acquiescence of wealth and to the 
successful "pursuit of happiness". 
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dream" (77). The exhausting work poor "white trash" people are subject to is not considered 

Hard Work. They are denied appraisal and labeledlnaturalized as lazy and shiftless for the 

sole reason that their hard work does not lead to the acquisition of the Dream. 

The concept of praised and valued Puritan Hard Work as it is defined in George 

Gilder's Wealth and Poverty (1981) and Allison's "white trash" hard work, which is ignored 

and even denied, reveals one of the opposing elements in the "white trash" myth. The analysis 

of the contradiction between Hard Work which leads to wealth and is deemed by Gilder and 

the myth as effective6o
, and hard work which doesn't lead to wealth, and is consequently 

regarded by Gilder and the myth as ineffective61
, discloses the process of mythical 

signification of "white trash" people's hard work into the assumption of their "natural" 

laziness. 

George Gilder's Wealth and Povert/2 was written at the start of the Reagan 

administration just as Allison began to write. It was a very influential book which voiced the 

opinion of economic liberalism on wealth and poverty. The book advocates capitalism with its 

golden rule that the wealth of others multiplies one's own (8). He perceives wealth to be the 

solution to all social problems and stresses the notion that the welfare system is a threat to the 

rich as well as the poor "who have always been with us in great numbers" (10). "The only 

dependable route from poverty," Gilder claims "is always work, family, and faith" (68). 

Furthermore, "the poor [ ... ] must work harder than the classes above them [ ... ]. But the 

current poor, white even more than black, are refusing to work hard" (68). These statements 

largely sum up Gilder's attitude toward poor whites: objectification, contempt, assumption of 

laziness; and thus can be taken as a contemporary text representing the image perpetrated by 

the myth. 

60 Paradoxically Hard Work does not necessarily have to be, and often is not, hard. 
61 Although it is usually very hard. 
62 I would like to thank Professor Phylis Palmer for pointing this book out to me, and suggesting I contrast 
Allison's texts to it. 
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Gilder does not relate the effectivity of Work to its production, importance or 

necessity, but directly to its capability to gain money. Work which is not financially 

successful is in his eyes not considered Work; for Gilder as well as for the myth hard work is 

not Hard Work. There is only a small step between denying "white trash" people's hard work 

the denomination Hard Work and proclaiming them lazy. The inability to gain money no 

matter how hard one works is in the mythical terms interpreted as laziness. Presently, working 

hard for money is stigmatized in a way, it is a signal of failure which mirrors the reluctance of 

former plantation owners to hire white people to do "black man's work" (Foley 131), i.e. to 

work for money. 

According to Barthes' mythical diagram, the first level features a sign which is a 

"white trash" body performing hard work. This sign is filled with a precise and complicated 

meaning; it carries its own history. On the second, mythical level the sign becomes an empty 

signifier of the myth waiting to be filled by its simple yet malleable concept. This concept is 

supplied by the Puritan sentiment to Hard Work, which deems hard work as laziness for the 

sole reason it doesn't lead to wealth. The mythical signification is thus a lazy "white trash" 

body. 

It is clear that the central paradigm directing the construction of the myth is the 

deployment of binary oppositions. It is not enough for the myth to claim that "white trash" 

people don't perform Hard Work63
. Such a statement would entail questions, a relationship of 

cause and effect which would weaken the myth; on the contrary, the "fact" must be 

unshakable and fixated in one position; and laziness fulfills this prerequisite. 

63 Thus, they don't work. 
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3.2. 1. "White Trash" hard work in Allison's Bastard out of Carolina 

By portraying "real" "white trash" working conditions in her first novel Bastard out of 

Carolina, Dorothy Allison undermines the "mythical" notion of "her people" as being lazy 

and shiftless64
. Through opening up "real" "white trash" stories, she deconstructs the myth. 

Matter-of-factly Allison draws the vicious circle of hard work which does not lead to the 

acquisition of wealth; on the contrary, it only confirms the never-ending condition of poverty. 

At the very beginning of the novel, the author sets the stage by directly addressing the 

issue of work and showing how tightly it is intertwined with other elements of the myth65
: 

"Mama hated to be called trash, hated the memory of every day 
she'd ever spent bent over other people's peanuts and strawberry 
plants while they stood tall and looked at her like she was a rock 
on the ground. The stamp on that birth certificate 66 burned her 
like the stamp she knew they'd tried to put on her. No-good, lazy, 
shiftless. She'd work her hands to claws, her back to a shovel 
shape, her mouth to a bent and awkward smile." (B 3) 

Allison's writing states very clearly here, that she is engaging in a Baktinian dialogue with the 

mythical text which she promptly quotes: "No-good, lazy, shiftless". In one breath, the author 

introduces her character - Mama - as a "white trash" woman inextricably linking her to the 

mythical image. Simultaneously, through narrating Mama's story she shows her character's 

conscious resistance to it first and foremost through hard work. On the one hand, the author 

presents the "white trash" myth as a despicable denomination ("Mama hated to be called 

trash"), on the other, both Mama and the narrator internalize it - Mama accepts the myth 

precisely by feeling compelled to oppose it, and the narrator uses "they" ("the stamp she knew 

64 Bastard out of Carolina is narrated by Bone, the daughter of a "white trash" mother whose second husband 
Glen beats, molests, and eventually rapes Bone. The novel is set in Greenville, South Carolina in the 1950's and 
is strongly autobiographic. 
65 The author refuses to separate the various elements of the myth and structures her text in a way which makes a 
separate interpretation of them impossible. 
66 The birth certificate the narrator is referring to is her own. It is stamped "ILLEGITIMATE", as she says 
elsewhere in the novel, she was "certified a bastard by the state of South Carolina" (B 3). Her mother doesn't 
feel the "illegitimate" label is referring only to her daughter, she knows it is also a denigrating stamp the others 
project upon on her "white trash" body. 
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they'd tried to put on her"), thus acknowledging the objectifying "us" and "them" divide 

exerted by the myth. 

Furthermore, the author links hard work with the image of a defected body: "She'd 

work her hands to claws, her back to a shovel shape ... " which is also one of the dominant 

signifiers of the "white trash" myth. However, Allison shows where this image is coming 

from, shows its history which has been overshadowed by the concept of "white trash" 

laziness. Mama distorts her body by hard work which she performs in order to counter the 

assumption of her laziness. Paradoxically, her effort to defy one mythical image (laziness) 

leads to the fortification of another (defected body). The author exposes the causal 

relationship between hard work and a defected body which the myth had kept separated, 

arguing that "white trash" bodies are defected "naturally" or as a result of their "degenerate" 

reproduction. 

By pointing to the deformation of Mama's body, Allison's text also insinuates that her 

work is rendered invisible. Mama "works her hands to claws", but people still look at her 

"like she was a rock on the ground". The work she performs is visible only on her body, but 

that is already proclaimed as defected by nature. It is also fairly easy for the myth to render 

Mama's work invisible as there is no visible financial reward for it. Later on in the novel 

Mama speaks about picking strawberries when she was a kid. The answer to her daughter 

Bone's question: "What'd he pay you?" is the following: 

"Mama waved her hand as if that didn't matter: 'Not enough, 
you know, not enough. Strawberry picking is terrible work, hurts 
your back, your eyes. You get that juice all over you, get those 
little prickers in your hands. An't enough money in it even for 
children ... '" (B 95) 

Although Mama works hard and is productive, she acquires no wealth. The question of her 

financial reward is considered as unimportant even by herself. The mythical process of 

signification broke up the causal relationship between work and financial reward, so that 
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Mama as a "white trash" character internalized the notion that her hard work "naturally" 

doesn't lead to the acquisition of wealth. 

As the opening paragraph shows, the product of "white trash" degrading and 

unrewarding work always goes to the plantation owners who are the ones to acquire the 

wealth. The product of hard work is invisible as long as it is in the hands of "white trash" 

workers, because up to that moment it does not generate wealth. Once the plantation owner 

receives the strawberries which the workers picked for him and starts selling them the product 

becomes visible as it has the potential to produce income. 

As opposed to Mama's strenuous work the plantation owners do not have to move, 

they embody a static and unshakeable position: "[She] hated the memory of every day she'd 

ever spent bent over other people's peanuts and strawberry plants while they stood tall." The 

plantation owners are not physically affected by hard work, they "stand tall" contemptuously 

looking down at Mama's distorted body. In this graphic metonymy, the text draws an 

impenetrable dividing line between upper and lower classes and strongly alludes to slavery -

not only in the imagery but in the language itself. It also directly shatters Gilder's assumption 

that "current poor, white even more than black, are refusing to work hard". Although in some 

ways refusing does make sense, given the low pay. 

Allison also draws a causal relationship between hard work and the feelings of hate, 

rage and shame which are provoked by the mythical signification: "Mama hated to be called 

trash [ ... ]. The stamp on that birth certificate burned her like the stamp she knew they'd tried 

to put on her. [ ... ] [She'd work] her mouth to a bent and awkward smile". It is not the hard 

work itself which generates these feelings; for Mama, it is the impossibility to change the 

image, the inability to break the process of mythical signification which is simultaneously 

reinforced and attacked by her hard work. She realizes that because of working hard, she will 

always be called "white trash". Mama hates to be called "trash" because she is ashamed that 
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she fully represents what she is trying to deny - the mythical "white trash" image of a poor 

underage, unwed working mother. 

Furthermore, hard work is a means of repentance for Mama. By "working her hands to 

claws" she consciously inflicts pain upon herself as if she wanted to atone for her social 

condition which "they" deem despicable. Mama internalizes the negative image others project 

upon her and further reinforces it by ruining her body. Her "bent smile" signifies the shame 

she feels, the compulsion of constantly having something to hide, among other sensations the 

feeling of hate. The "awkward smile" reflects the "illegitimacy" of her existence, her 

"inappropriate" position in society and her urge to excuse it. It is important to note that Mama 

"works her mouth" to such a smile. Apart from meaning physical work in a literal sense, the 

use of this word also insinuates that she is making a conscious effort to develop the "awkward 

smile". Furthermore, the text suggests Mama puts on the smile only when she is confronted 

by "them"; never among "her people". It can thus function as a mask, a servile attitude she 

uses to protect herself against the outside hateful world. 

In Wealth and Poverty Gilder advocates the traditional gender roles of men as 

providers for their families and women as mothers and housewives. He deems women unable 

to work as hard as men which, according to him, "naturally" results in their lower pay (Gilder 

14-16). From Gilder's point of view a working woman is useless, a working mother even 

harmful to her family and to the society (16). The nature of work thus marks a clear dividing 

line in the stratification of classes67
, especially when related to women. The "white trash" 

myth plays on the divide between being a mother and being a working woman, and condemns 

"white trash" mothers for working, pushing the economic necessity to do so into the realm of 

67 The denomination "working class" already insinuates that upper classes don't work. 
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the invisible and putting forward the possible "harm" which their work causes to their 

families. 

Bone, the child narrator of the novel, immediately notes the major class distinction 

between her "white trash" Boatwright family and the Waddells, the family of her stepfather, 

Daddy Glen: 

"It was not only Daddy Glen's brothers being lawyers and 
dentists instead of mechanics and roofers that made them so 
different from Boatwrights. In Daddy Glen's family the women 
stayed at home. His own Mama had never held a job in her life, 
and Daryl and lames both spoke badly of women who would 
leave their children to 'work outside the home. '" (B 98) 

Bone regards the occupations of the Boatwrights' and the Waddells' men as equivalent. In 

both cases they are restricted within the borders of masculinity which entails the feature of 

leaving their house to work elsewhere. On the other hand, the women who '''work outside the 

home" are subjected to Glen's brothers' contempt and disregard. The upper class represented 

here by the W addells demands the woman to stay at home and the man to provide for the 

family. However, when her economic situation doesn't allow it68 and she works, the Waddels 

show primary contempt towards her and not the man or the economic system. Once the 

woman transgresses the boundaries of the house she is perceived as "trash", as occupying an 

inadequate social position. The W addells advocate their behavior by the "rightful anger" at a 

mother "leaving [her] children" which in their eyes implies the violation of not only the 

social, but also the "natural" order69
. Furthermore, it is notable that the opinions colliding with 

the mythical image of "white trash" are voiced by the two brothers and the women in the 

house remain silent on this topic. From a textual discourse point of view, the novel suggests 

68 The text of the novel does not imply a woman might want to work even if she weren't pressured to by her 
economic situation. 
69 The novel insinuates that the Waddells, being the representatives of the Old South hierarchy, believe that the 
social order is derived from the "natural" one. 
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the myth is an instrument of Southern patriarchy who use it to maintain the hierarchical power 

structures of Southern society. 

In Allison's novel, Mama goes back to work only eight days after the birth of her first 

daughter: "[A]ll she could do [was] to pull herself up eight days after I was born and go back 

to work waiting tables with a tight mouth and swollen eyes" (B 4). The birth of a child does 

not grant her the possibility to stop working as she needs the money to support herself and her 

family. She can not stay with her child, and follow the "natural" order, because her 

disenfranchised position within the social order does not allow her to do S070. The text clearly 

states Mama lacks the power and the possibility of decision-making ([A]ll she could do [was] 

to pull herself up ... ). She does not have the possibility to not work and stay at home with her 

newborn child, neither the possibility to refuse or successfully resist the "white trash" 

signification. Mama has internalized the myth's objectification and determination to a "white 

trash" existence up to a point when she believes she cannot desire what she feels she cannot 

get. The internalization is however reluctant and the text suggests it primarily affects the 

surface of Mama's existence ("tight mouth and swollen eyes"), not her personality or deeper 

emotions. Mama is aware that it is her image of the unwed working mother which welcomes 

the myth, and that the reason she can never refute it is that neither the myth nor its readers 

(who are the readers of Mama's image) want to look under the surface of the image, want to 

see the history behind the myth. "They" will always see Mama only as a "white trash" 

signifier, never as a Mama. 

Considering the issue of "white trash" women "leaving their children" behind to work 

outside of home, Bastard out of Carolina partly agrees with the mythical allegation that it 

causes harm to their families. As the plot of the novel develops, it subtly suggests that 

Mama's work, which keeps her away from home for most of the time, could be partly blamed 

70 The "natural" order here acts as the history of the myth from which it draws its nourishment in order to 
structure its concept represented by the social order. 
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for the tragic events that happen in the household. Mama is not there to protect her daughter 

from her husband, because she is at work. Her absence allows space for the accumulation and 

outburst of Glen's violent behavior. On the other hand, it is Glen's being at home "at odd 

hours" resulting from his incompetence to keep a job which opens up time and place for his 

confrontations with Bone. From a wider point of view, it is largely, but not exclusively, the 

working environment of Bone's household which could be seen as a cause leading to her 

abuse. 

Mama's hard work is a constant undercurrent of the novel, not even its major issue, 

due to the simple fact that it takes up a great amount of time in her life and consequently 

influences the behavior and mutual relationships of other characters: "Every time Mama was 

too tired [from work] to flatter or tease [Glen] out of his moods, Daddy Glen's eyes would 

turn to me, and my blood would turn to ice" (B 233). Mama's work is continually present, but 

rarely addressed directly. The novel subtly states that Mama has virtually been working all her 

life. In her childhood she picked strawberries and peanuts, and after dropping out of school at 

a very young age she started waiting tables in a local diner: Mama works as a waitress 

throughout the novel. She leaves home early in the morning and returns late at night. Most of 

the times when the narrator mentions her clothing, Mama is dressed in her waitress uniform 

and smells of salt and butter. Although working consumes such a large part of her life, Mama 

feels she needs a husband who will secure her and her two daughters economically7!, as she 

does not get adequate financial reward for the time she spends working in the diner. 

The following citation inconspicuously observes the difference between Mama's and 

her husband Glen's work: 

"I was ten [ ... ] when we moved to West Greenville, so Daddy Glen 
could be closer to the new uniform plant where he'd gotten ajob as 
an account salesman. [ ... ] Granny was still keeping Reese for 

71 It is not solely for economic reasons that Mama marries the upper-class born Glen. She feels the marriage will 
erase the status of her and her daughters' illegitimate existence and guarantee them at least some degree of 
protection within the patriarchic society. 
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Mama when she could, but it was out of the way to take her to 
Alma's and pick her up, and Mama decided maybe it was time to 
start trusting me to keep us both alive while she was at work. [ ... ] 
[I]t was a nice house, [ ... ], but it also cost more, which meant 
Mama had to take on a few extra hours to bring in a little more 
money. It didn't seem as if Daddy Glen's route was working out as 
well as they had hoped. 'Your Daddy's having to work awfully 
hard these days,' Mama told us. 'You girls be quiet when he gets 
home. Stay out of his way and let him get his rest. '" (B 104) 

Glen's work is the focal point of the whole family life - it is because of his work that 

they move, and it is his exhaustion from work that influences the atmosphere in the house. His 

privileged position derives from the sole fact that he is a man expected to provide for his wife 

and kids, and although he is unable to do so Mama does not question his status as the master 

of the house. His work is thus unconditionally valued above Mama's work despite the fact it 

is Mama who by "taking on a few extra hours" brings in a little more money to pay for the 

new house. Glen fails to fulfill the prerequisite of the financial provider, which means he 

failed his upper-class status. Contrary to his work, however, Mama's work is pushed (by Glen 

as well as by herself) to the periphery, into the realm of the invisible. 

Mama is the chief provider for the family, not Glen, whose bad temper results in his 

unpredictable changes in work which are primarily a burden to the household. When further 

comparing Glen's and Mama's work, the artificial construct of the importance of men's work 

as opposed to the unimportance of women's becomes evident. Mama has been working 

throughout the novel, she has kept a steady job and her income is therefore reliable. Glen on 

the other hand, keeps losing his jobs and getting laid off, rendering his income very unstable 

often absent: "Daddy Glenn didn't do too well at RC Cola. He kept getting transferred to 

different routes or having to pay for breakage" (63); "Mama said the new place would be 

better now that Daddy Glen was going to be working out at the Pepsi plant" (79); "Half a 

dozen times I came home from school to find Mama and Glen sitting at the kitchen table, with 

that white-eyed scared look that meant he'd jumped somebody [ ... ] and lost yet another job" 
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(100); "We moved to West Greenville, so Daddy Glen could be closer to the new uniform 

plant where he'd gotten a job" (104); '''God, Anney! They laid me off today'" (107); etc. 

Through such a statement the text directly attacks the myth's concept of "white trash" 

laziness. Evidently, Mama is not lazy and is at least able to keep her job. Furthermore, it is the 

middle class Glen who due to his constant dismissals from work is incapable of Hard Work, 

i.e. generating profit. 

Not only does Mama's work in the diner support the family financially, her work at 

home is equally strenuous and valued even less. The traditional perception of gender roles is 

buried so deeply in both Mama and Glen that although his role is unfulfilled, Mama is still 

expected to perform all hers including housework which is granted even less attention and 

importance than the work in the diner. 

Bastard out of Carolina mirrors the invisibility of "white trash" hard work by never 

describing the actual working process itself. There are only a few scenes which take place in 

the diner, and all of them focus on some other issue than that of work itself. Similarly with 

Glen, the reader never follows him on his truck routes, there are never any details given about 

the precise nature of his jobs. The working environment never directly penetrates the borders 

of the household, only through Mama's uniform, smell, and absence, and Glen's lack of 

income and resulting rage. 

Allison portrays "white trash" hard work as an inevitable evil clearly marking their 

"despicable" status. As Bone remarks the future had been determined for her long before she 

even started thinking about decisions: "There wasn't much choice about what was going to 

happen to me. [ ... J What was I going to do in five years? Work in the textile mill? Join Mama 

at the diner?" (178) 

The mythical transformation of hard work into laziness is one of the strongest 

instruments which enable the "white trash" myth to retain its function. It is evident, that 
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Allison succeeded in refuting the mythical signification of "white trash" people as being lazy 

and shiftless. However, the novel could be seen as mirroring many of the myth's other, more 

subtle significations. It could be argued that the novel agrees with the mythical presumption 

that when a mother "works outside of home" she causes harm to the family, or that the novel 

reproduces the invisible "nature" of hard work by addressing this issue only unwittingly. 

However, a thorough interpretation discloses that the author does not adhere to the myth and 

that by interweaving the question of work with other elements which shape it, Allison reveals 

its complex nature and its history. The author dives under the mythical surface of the "white 

trash" image and refutes the simplicity of its signifier. 

Nonetheless, in order to see Allison's refusal of the myth, the reader has to see all the 

connections she is drawing and agree to set out on the undermining journey with her from the 

start. Furthermore, when reading the novel it is important to distinguish the "white trash" 

image the reader has in hislher mind from Allison's characters. The mythical discourse is 

always strongly present within the author's depictions of "white trash" hard work and a 

superficial reading of the novel could slip off to the simple mythical interpretation because it 

is more suggestive, and readily accessible. 

3. 3. Internalizing the "White Trash" Myth 

No myth can ever function alone; various myths overlap, they are conditioned by each 

other covering different grounds but providing each other with arguments. As the previous 

chapter showed, the mythical concept of "white trash" laziness is co-created by the myth of 

the American Dream. It also illustrated the process of conscious resistance to the "white 

trash" myth when the mythical narrative stood clearly in opposition to the reality of "white 

trash" bodies. This chapter suggests that the alleged simplicity of "white trash" people 
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proclaimed by the myth is grounded in the myth of the poor in general (Wray 135) and their 

separation into the "good" and the "bad" poor. Furthermore, the relationship between the 

myth and the "white trash" bodies is not an outward one; rather the struggle takes place within 

the contested bodies themselves. How does the myth get inside them? What kinds of 

in/voluntary processes happen within the body as it is internalizing the myth and turning into 

a signifier of "white trashiness"; and what kinds of processes on the other hand free the body 

from the myth? 

In Dorothy Alison's collection of essays, articles, and speeches Skin: Talking About 

Sex, Class & Literature72 the author reveals in a literary confession style the work of these 

processes. She delineates the form of the "white trash" myth, its function, and its demands in 

relation to a "white trash" body, and the reactions of the body towards the myth. In a 

collection of short stories Trash, the author addresses "white trash" people's reactions to the 

myth primarily through the issues of the mythical pressure for self-denial, and through the 

complex nature of emotions such as shame and pride, anger and despair, love and hate which 

do not form binary oppositions, rather represent different shades of reactions to one situation. 

The literary analysis of this chapter will compare the opening essay of Skin "A 

Question of Class", where the implied author73 depicts the affects of the myth on her body 

from a not-very-fictional point of view, to the text of Allison's short story "River of Names" 

opening her collection Trash in which she deals with the same issues from a slightly-more-

fictional perspective. These texts reveal what the myth never considers - the inner responses 

of the "white trash" bodies. The outcome of this comparison should show whether it is more 

72 Dorothy Allison's texts are often very personal and explanatory; nevertheless, it is imperative to always keep 
in mind that her "I" is textual and stylized, by far not identical with the "I" of the author. The collection of her 
essays and speeches Skin balances on the edge between fiction and non-fiction certain pieces resembling her 
short stories more than others. 
73 Although the essay is presented as a personal confession and urges the reader to unite its narrative voice with 
Dorothy Allison's persona, I use the denomination "implied author" to separate these two authors. Despite being 
very close to "fact" there might be many elements of "fiction" and auto-stylization in the essay. 
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persuasive to fight the "white trash" myth on fictional grounds, or whether the essential 

weapon in the struggle is the element of a "true life story". 

Resisting the internalization of the "white trash" myth is a complex process. The 

"white trash" subject first comes to understand that slhe is "different", positioned within the 

realm of subhuman "they". What might follow is a moment when slhe accepts it and believes 

herlhimself to be the mythical signifier. This moment marks the beginning of self-destruction. 

The parallel with James Baldwin's straightforward statement "You can only be destroyed by 

believing that you really are what the white world calls a nigger" (Baldwin 4), is more than 

obvious. One must drain the myth out of hislher body which is only possible through claiming 

one's self a unique individual and regarding one's self with undisputed self-respect. 

"My people were not remarkable. We were ordinary, but even so we were mythical. 

We were the they everyone talks about - the ungrateful poor" (S 13) - Allison's text 

establishes the point of departure in her analysis of the "white trash" myth. There are two 

points of view concerning the "white trash" bodies - the inner one represented by the textual 

"I", the implied author who regards herself as a part of the "white trash" community ("my 

people"); and the outer view represented by "everyone" for whom "white trash" are "they". 

"Everyone" is further specified in the essay as "rule makers" (S 33), or "middle and upper 

classes" (S 24). 

The "white trash" voice sees nothing "remarkable" about her "people", she 

characterizes them as "ordinary". Her view is not affected by the myth, it grows innately out 

of the community addressing its everydayness and normality: "We all imagine our lives are 

normal" (S 20). When this voice claims "we were mythical," it is not its own comment but a 

mediation of the second, outer view. The discrepancy between these two views parallels the 
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"everyone" vs. "they" division and points to the isolation of "white trash" bodies within the 

rest of the society. When saying "we were the they," the implied author delineates the 

mythical boundaries encircling her and her community's identity labeled by "everybody" as 

the "ungrateful poor". She reflects her position as the mythical signifier not yet internalizing 

the myth but accepting its separation. 

The mythical and the personal view of the implied author interweave in the following 

quote from "A Question of Class" to represent how they merge together in the mind of the 

"white trash" person, how the mythical view becomes accepted as personal resulting in the 

internalization of the myth: 

"They're different than us, don't value human life the way we 
do ... ; they die so easily, kill each other so casually ... We, 1 
thought. Me. [ ... ] [They are] the ones who are destroyed or 
dismissed to make the real people, the important people feel 
safer." (S 13) 

Such is the description of the form, the function and the demands of the "white trash" 

myth as perceived by the implied author's "white trash" body and mind. The very humanity 

of the "white trash" bodies is questioned, and disregarded. They are portrayed as animals 

lacking feelings and emotions, as an animate wall whose only function is to guard 

"humanity", as sub-humans who are sacrificed to save the "real people". The quote almost 

resembles a description of some "wild" natives untouched by civilization who have no 

concern for "delicate" emotions such as love, tenderness, deep grief, or self-realization. The 

animosity of "they" is further reinforced by stressing the issues of omnipresent violence and 

death, and by suggesting that "they" behave as a closed unit (almost a herd) with its own set 

of values, markedly different than the "human" ones. 

Constantly facing sub-humanization leads to its acceptance, especially when the myth 

stresses elements which are pertinent to one's life: 

"1 understood that we were the bad poor: men who drank and 
couldn't keep a job; women, invariably pregnant before 
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marriage, who quickly became worn, fat, and old from working 
too many hours and bearing too many children; and children with 
runny noses, watery eyes and the wrong attitudes. My cousins 
quit school, stole cars, used drugs, and took dead end jobs ... " (S 
18) 

Again, the implied author gradually moves from conveying the simple and obvious 

mythical signification - "men who drank and couldn't keep a job; women, invariably 

pregnant before marriage" to expressing her personal knowledge of "white trash" history -

"women ... who quickly became worn, fat, and old from working too many hours and bearing 

too many children". The dividing line between these two views is extremely intangible. The 

implied author reflects the transition from the personal to the mythical view as almost 

imperceptible, and suggests that accepting the mythical view is an unconscious and 

inconspicuous process which results in surrendering to the power of the myth, believing one's 

self to be the sub-human "they". 

One of the strongest reactions of the "white trash" bodies who are charged with sub-

humanity is that of inner shame - an issue which the myth absolutely ignores, and which is 

extensively addressed in Dorothy Allison's works. The fact that shame as a purely human 

characteristic does not even enter the picture of the myth is a proof that the myth denies 

"white trash" people the possibility of self-determination, and the capability to reflect their 

existence. "White trash" bodies are thus marked as ignorant and apathetic by the myth and 

simultaneously paralyze themselves by the feeling of shame and inadequateness which often 

results in self-hatred and self-denial. 

Shame is a complex and "multilayered" experience affecting individuals as well as 

whole communities often passed down in a family (Bouson 103). It is provoked by accepting 

the objectifying myth of "white trash" sub-humanity while knowing it is a lie. 

"My family was ashamed of being poor, of feeling hopeless. 
What was there to work for, to save money for, to fight or 
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struggle against? We had generations before us to teach us that 
nothing ever changed, and that those who did try to escape 
failed." (S 18) 

Although it is shared by the whole community, "white trash" shame is silent, 

suppressed, and hidden which only results in its reinforcement - the shame of being ashamed; 

the proof that "white trash" people believe the myth to be "at once true and unreal" (Barthes 

128). The "white trash" person consumed by shame becomes self-destructive, and apathetic 

abandoning any attempts to change hislher condition, accepting the position of an object, and 

believing himlherself to be a non-person. The quote strongly conveys the overwhelming 

power of the myth over the "white trash" bodies which is rooted in its semblance of eternity, 

and which buttresses their passivity. The failures of those who "tried to escape" are passed 

down in the family along with the shame only to prove that any attempt to resist the "white 

trash" myth will prove futile. It further isolates the family and reinforces the mythical spell. 

Also, the escapees are seen as acknowledging the shame of poverty and hopelessness, as 

voicing something which should remain silent. Furthermore, the failures provide an "alibi" for 

"white trash" people's apathy and passivity. Such "multilayered" discouragement is a proof of 

the internalization of the myth. 

To metaphorically illustrate the dangers of a direct fight against the "white trash" myth 

the narrator in "River of Names" mentions a story when one of her boy-cousins tried to teach 

her and her girl-cousin to wrestle: 

"His hand flashed at my face. I threw myself back into the dirt, 
lay still. [ ... ] He punched at her, laughing. She wrapped her 
hands around her head, curled over so her knees were up against 
her throat. [ ... ] I rocked into a ball, froze. [ ... ] Her teeth were 
chattering but she held herself still, wrapped up tighter than 
bacon slices. [ ... ] He walked away. Very slowly we stood up, 
embarrassed, looked at each other. We knew. If you fight back, 
they kill you." (T 17) 

Passivity is clearly portrayed as a mode of survival as opposed to activity which leads 

to destruction - "If you fight back, they kill you". However, the struggle is taking place under 
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the rules and regulations of the mythical battleground. The two girl-protagonists are being 

constrained by their feelings of fear and shame induced by the myth and that is why they 

refuse to stand up to it. Being under the influence of their environment strengthens the 

mythical grip and they prefer the silent shame to a possibility of unsuccessful attack. 

The two girls are also petrified by their lack of self-respect. They believe their 

existence is of no value to the outside world. This feeling is grounded in the unbreakable 

cycle of poverty and self/destruction they have been witnessing throughout their lives: 

"We were so many we were without number and, like tadpoles, if 
there was one less from time to time, who counted? My maternal 
great-grandmother had eleven daughters, seven sons; my 
grandmother, six sons, five daughters. Each one made at least 
six. Some made nine. Six times six, eleven times nine. They went 
on like multiplication tables." CT 14) 

Feeling like a mere number in a multiplication table makes it difficult to perceive 

one's self as an individual who is capable of entering a dialogue with the outside world and 

struggling to hislher mark on it. The implied author in "A Question of Class" notes that her 

family regarded as the most rebellious thing "the way [she] thought about work, ambition, and 

self-respect" CS 25) - the fact that she believed she could do something and be someone, 

break the mythical boundaries which the family themselves kept tightly wrapped around 

themselves fearing any unsuccessful attempt to break them74
. 

In order to resist the "white trash" myth, one must step out of the mythical 

battleground - one of the possibilities is to leave the community which the implied author of 

"A Question of Class" calls the "geographic solution" CS 19). She runs away from her family 

and the omnipresent shame, "hiding" from herself, trying to become someone else: "I had 

[ ... ] learned to hide from myself. I did not know who I was, only that I did not want to be 

74 Again, there is a clear parallel with James Baldwin's The Fire Next Time: "The fear that I heard in my father's 
voice, for example, when he realized that I really believed I could do anything a white boy could do, and had 
every intention of proving it. [ ... ] It was [ ... ] a fear that the child, in challenging the white world's assumptions, 
was putting himself in the path of destruction" (26-27). 
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they ... " (S 14) Refusing her "white trash" identity she also cuts herself off from the positive 

elements which have shaped her life - her family, her history - and "loses" herself in self-

denial. She struggles to create a new self, but has no stable and positive elements to rely upon. 

Similarly, the narrator of "River of Names" hides her "white trash" background from 

her middle-class lover whose grandmother "always smelled of dill bread and vanilla". 

Entering the dangerous field of childhood memories (for the narrator) the narrator's lover 

sincerely inquires: 

'''What did your grandmother smell like?' I lie to her the way I 
always do, a lie stolen from a book. 'Like lavender,' stomach 
churning over the memory of sour sweat and snuff." (T 13) 

The narrator lies not only about her grandmother but from a more general point of 

view also about her childhood, and thus about herself. The memory of "sour sweat and snuff' 

represents her personal history as well as the "white trash" myth. The narrator's grandmother 

did obviously not fit the only acceptable signifier of a "grandmother", the standardized 

middle-class image of a spick-and-span house with a gentle old laborious lady in it. On the 

contrary, "sour sweat and snuff' implies roughness, manliness, boldness, and self-indulgence 

- characteristics which are more often associated with grown men. Moreover, "stomach 

churning" signals a physical resistance to the memory, a denial which is rooted deep inside 

the narrator's body. Defying the image of a "grandmother", the narrator's grandmother 

however stands out as a unique person, certainly more "real" and "true" than the fairytale-like 

"dill bread and vanilla" image depicted by her lover. At the same time, the portrayal of the 

narrator's grandmother corresponds with the "white trash" myth through allusions to 

dinginess, laziness, and overall "unacceptability" of her image. 

The narrator substitutes her history with a "lie stolen from a book" which signals the 

direction in which she is heading to construct her new identity - she attempts to create herself 

out of fiction. To smell like "lavender" is a common simile devoid of any type of originality -
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the narrator wants to construct an image which will be easily believable and readily accepted 

by her lover, an image already existing in her mind. The narrator continues: 

I realize I do not really know what lavender smells like, and I am 
for a moment afraid she will ask something else, some question 
that will betray me." eT 13) 

It is impossible for the narrator to adapt a fictional history being always pursued by the 

possibility of betrayal by unfamiliar narratives which would result in the revelation of her 

background - always marked by the simplified mythical meaning. The text thus brings 

forward the notion that one can never completely re-create oneself on the basis of self-

deniaC5
. The "white trash" subject is pressured to deny her whole history because its every 

aspect is "infected" by the mythical interpretation. 

The narrator of "River of Names" is unable to construct her identity freely regardless 

of any mythical paradigms. Constrained by her resistance to the "white trash" myth, she 

displays a tendency to always perceive the world through a "filter" of some myth, be it the 

fairytale myth of the middle-class or the acceptable myth of the "good poor" 76. As a means of 

resisting the "white trash" myth the narrator ventures to construct herself as a signifier of the 

"good poor" 77 - the closest acceptable myth she could "fit" - and tells her lover stories to 

support this position. The text of "River of Names" suggests she admits certain parts of her 

history to penetrate into her stories while silencing and altering others: "'How wonderful to be 

a part of such a large family, '" eT 13) exclaims the narrator's lover after she hears the 

lavender story; large family being the signifier of poverty made acceptable by the lavender 

smell. The narrator and her listener call her adapted stories "funny", in other words mild, 

acceptable, and believable "good poor" stories. However, the narrator does not find comfort 

75 The narrator's fearful reaction resulting from the act of self-denial is directly depicted by the implied author of 
"A Question of Class": "I have never been able to make clear the degree of my fear, the extent to which I feel 
myself denied" CS 14). 
76 The "good poor" are a mythical construct which stands in opposition to the "ungrateful poor"; the literal 
opposition would thus be "grateful poor" - this denomination would much openly disclose the role which is 
assigned to such a group of people by the upper- and middle-classes. 
77 Class-wise - she has no other choice. 
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in this myth; she is unable to re-create herself into a true "good poor" body; she evaluates her 

"good poor" existence as a "lie" (T 21). 

In "A Question of Class" the implied author addresses the myth of the "good poor" 

directly: "There was a myth of the poor in this country, but it did not include us, no matter 

how hard I tried to squeeze us in. There was an idea of the good poor - hard-working, ragged 

but clean, and intrinsically honorable" (S 17). It is obvious that the myth of the "good poor" is 

as much of a construct as the "white trash" myth generated by the middle class in order to 

legitimize their fear and abhorrence towards the "white trash" bodies. As the implied author 

of the essay notes, the poverty she knew did not ennoble, it could not produce a "righteously 

indignant, and inhumanly noble 78" hero (S 17) because it was "dreary, deadening, shameful" 

(T 17) it produced people who were affected by it, nevertheless they can not be reduced to 

simple mythical signifiers - neither "good" nor "bad". 

The implied author of "A Question of Class" suggests that trying to accept ANY myth 

proves to be self-destructive, be it that of "white trash" people, the "good poor", or any other. 

Consequently, the only possibility to "resist destruction, self-hatred, or lifelong hopelessness" 

is to resist all mythical simplifications and accept every/one's flawed humanity: "I have loved 

my family so stubbornly that every impulse to hold them in contempt had sparked in me a 

countersurge of pride" (S 15), claims the implied author of the essay embedding these two 

seemingly opposing reactions into the heart of one situation. Her statement discloses the 

pressure of the "white trash" myth on "everyone" to hold "white trash" people in contempt. 

The implied author's reaction is the very opposite given her affiliation to "them" and the 

knowledge of "theirlher" history. The text thus suggests that seeing a particular body behind 

the mythical signifiers weakens the effect of the myth. Mirroring the process of self-denial, 

78 The word "inhumanly" stresses the mythical nature of such a hero. 
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when the implied author refused her "white trashiness" along with her family and history, the 

process of taking pride in these elements which have proved as formative includes accepting 

the mythical signifiers and re-filling them with their history, thus deconstructing the myth. 

The myth does not even consider the possibility of taking pride in "white trash" 

history and deriving from it any positive self-identification; the essay however establishes 

pride as one of the most important aspects in resisting the internalization of the "white trash" 

myth. Pride coaxes the "white trash" person to create a personal set of values unaffected by 

the myth. It enables the subject to see her female relatives "powerful in ways not generally 

seen as heroic by the world outside the family" CS 17), to accept their as well as her own 

faults and to regard them, herself and everybody else as unique and extraordinary people. 

Furthermore, the implied author's pride in her family is "stubborn" reflecting its deep and 

personal roots as opposed to other possible "prides" which might be grounded only in 

superficial notions of unity. 

Stubbornness is a characteristic playing a prominent role in Dorothy Allison's texts. It 

unites a certain degree of irrationality with a decisive determination to enforce one's own will 

against the claims of the majority. The stubborn subject is fearless and oblivious to the 

demands which counter hislher decision. Stubbornness is an inherent quality of the "white 

trash" life - living despite being regarded by the majority as being better off dead. Stubborn 

love and stubborn pride imply that the subject must overcome some difficulties to express 

them, such as loving something/one who according to the opinion of the majority is not 

loveable or being proud of something/one who the majority finds shameful. The implied 

author of "A Question of Class" is "stubbornly proud" of her "white trash" family although 

the reaction of the majority would be that of shame, and "stubbornly loves" her mother who 

did not protect her from the sexual abuse of her stepfather, although according to the majority 

she should hate her. Through accepting her personal feelings denied to her by the myth the 
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implied author leaves the mythical battleground and re-enters her own body as a umque 

individual. 

In order to accept one's feelings it is necessary to separate them from those 

internalized by the myth, to uncover the love concealed by hate, to repair the emotional 

damage caused to the "white trash" bodies by the myth. The narrator of "River of Names" 

takes a stubbornly direct look at the effect her family shaped her life. Although love, pride, 

hate, shame, anger or grief are not thematized, they protrude through the bareness of the story 

in its every word: 

"Caught at eighteen and sent to prison, Jack came back seven 
years later blank-faced, understanding nothing. He married a 
quiet girl from out of town, had three babies in four years. Then 
Jack came home one night from the textile mill, carrying one of 
those big handles off the high speed spindle machine. He used it 
to beat them all to death and went back to work in the morning." 
eT 19) 

The story is told in a detached voice, refraining from judgment, giving an account of 

events which could be read simultaneously as general and detailed. The severity of the 

narrative form stands in stark opposition to the complexity of its motivations and its 

emotional charge. The strongest impact of the story rests in its stifling silence bursting with 

meanings. Silence covers up eight years of Jack's life in jail suggesting events too brutal to be 

voiced, four years of marriage with a quiet girl revealing sadness and misunderstanding in 

their common life, the unexplained and deliberate murder implying a train of thoughts the 

murderer could not bring himself to utter. The lack of articulate sound in the whole of Jack's 

life is no less than terrifying, suggesting self-denial and hopelessness. It also isolates the 

protagonist from the readers making him inaccessible, unintelligible which mirrors the impact 

of the "white trash" myth on its recipients. 

It is precisely the breaking of the destructive silence which represents the last step of 

the "white trash" subject in hislher conscious resistance to internalize the myth. This process 
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is the main issue in "River of Names" where the narrator recollects the frightful memories of 

her "white trash" childhood in an inner voice switching into an outer one only when she talks 

to her lover and tells "funny stories" or "lies". The narrator's inability to voice the truth, and 

talk to her lover honestly and openly is presented on nearly every page: "I hug her back and 

close my eyes. I cannot say a word," (13); "I show these pictures to Jesse, not saying who 

they are," (14); '''How many of you were there anyway?' I don't answer," (15). 

Simultaneously she fights the literally physical impulse to tell her story: 

"I open my mouth, close it, can't speak .... I would like to turn 
around, talk to her, tell her. .. 'I've got a dust river in my head, a 
river of names endlessly repeating. That dirty water rises in me, 
all those children screaming out their lives in my memory, and I 
become someone else, someone I have tried so hard not to be. 
But I don't say anything, and I know [ ... ] that by not speaking I 
am condemning us ... " (20) 

The strongest motivation in articulating her "white trash" history is the need to make 

peace with herself, to let the river of names out of her body. The act of revealing the truth 

about her family is not an act of denunciation or accusation; on the contrary it is an act of 

purification saving the narrator from becoming someone she has "tried so much to be" -

another victim of the suffocating and harmful silence. 

The implied author of "A Question of Class" recollects that the immediate impulse 

for writing the short story "River of Names" was a feeling of hopeless rage, anger, injustice, 

and deep grief. Writing "explained to [her] something [she] never let [herself] to see close up 

before - the whole process of running away, of closing up inside [herself], of hiding," (34). 

The essay thus suggests that writing, even writing fiction enables the author to 

understand himlherself better. When writing the author scrutinizes the motivations of hislher 

characters in a much greater detail than in real life. Even a personal narrative protects the 

author from the story by a certain level of detachment enabling himlher to transmit it into 

hislher own life. Furthermore, the endless possibilities in the behavior and the reasoning of 
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fictional characters enhance the senselessness of simple answers to complex questions. As 

the implied author of "A Question of Class" points out: "The difficulty is that I can't ascribe 

everything that has been problematic about my life simply and easily to the patriarchy, or to 

incest, or even to the invisible and much denied class structure of our society," (S 15-16). 

Posing the question whether it is more effective to fight the myth on fictional or 

factual grounds it is evident the answer will not be simple. The narrator's voice in "The River 

of Names" is coherent, reinforcing the tendencies to unite her with the persona of the 

writer79
. The "true" backdrop behind the stories unquestionably strengthens their impact on 

the audience. However, as the above quoted excerpts showed, the author makes use of pure 

literary techniques, augmenting the content of the story by subtle metaphors and allusions, 

transcending the singular charge of the story and creating a general parable. She seldom 

addresses the "main" "white trash" issues directly, yet engrosses the reader so much into her 

story the effect is enormously powerful. The questions and answers persistently grate under 

the surface of the story and cajole the reader to break in and find them out for himlherself. 

On the contrary, Dorothy Allison's essay "A Question of Class" is very 

straightforward, honest, and explanatory. It directly addresses "white trash" issues and 

supplies the reader with her answers. The backbone of the essay is again the implied author's 

life which she mediates to the reader from a very close distance. While learning a lot about a 

"white trash" body the reader does not have to discover the message of the essay for 

himlherself and thus it does not resonate in hislher body as much as the short story. While the 

reader of the essay finds out its implied author had a fearful childhood, the reader of the short 

story comes close to experiencing the fear and not necessarily being able to name it. 

79 In Trash, there is only one short story narrated in third person singular: "'The Meanest Woman Ever Left 
Tennessee"'. The title is in quotation marks and the story is introduced and concluded by a text in first person 
singular suggesting the narrator only mediates the story. 
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In relation to the myth the short story could be seen as reinforcing it, since in fiction, 

all protagonists basically function as signifiers separated from the reader by a wall of chasm 

of make-belief. On the other hand, the essay being a personal confession with an individual 

"white trash" body almost palpably present behind it is a far more indisputable strategy in 

deconstructing the myth. 

In answer to the question whether it is possible to shatter the myth from within, 

Allison's texts suggest no more that it is impossible from with-out. Feeling the affect of the 

myth in one's body also reveals more deeply the mythical strategies and shortcuts and 

establishes a firm space for resistance. Contrary to a "white trash" body, the outside recipient 

of the myth can never distinguish between the purely mythical, and the personal. 

Simultaneously, deconstructing the myth within one's own body does not necessarily lead to 

deconstructing the myth as such. 

3. 4. The Power of Ex-centric80 Narration 

Although the "white trash" myth is a narrative pertinent solely to the United States, it 

can be viewed in a complementary relation to other exclusionary narratives based on drawing 

social, cultural, ethnic, economic, national, gender, sexual, and other boundaries around 

distinct bodies with the intention of creating and perpetrating a strict division between 

majority and minority, center and margins, superior and inferior. As instruments of power 

these narratives mark various persons/bodies as "others" - they impose upon them the notion 

of a shared and uniform identity, they deprive them of subject positions, and silence them 

with a language which ignores their life (and) experiences. As a result the humanity of these 

"other" bodies is in Sidonie Smith's words "opaque" (435). If they want to appropriate a free 

80 I borrow the term "ex-centricity" from Connie D. Griffin's article "Ex-Centricities: Perspectives on Gender 
and Multi-Cultural Self-Representation in Contemporary American Women's Autobiographies." (2001). 
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place/space within themselves and the world, they have to make use of a number of complex 

self-re-creational strategies. 

The "white trash" myth is unquestionably one of these degrading narratives, bearing a 

striking resemblance namely to the widespread master narrative of the co Ionizer towards the 

colonized. The position of "white trash" bodies is in some respects similar to that of colonized 

bodies81 . In relation to the North, the South has always been perceived as the "other", the less 

civilized, the feminine82. Furthermore, the North has played an important, even leading role in 

the creation of the "white trash" myth. Being the subject of predominantly Northern writers, 

journalists, and scientists the South has been a region which was "written over", colonized by 

the North. "White trash" people are sometimes even considered to be the earliest "white" 

inhabitants of the South - "discovered" by William Byrd they play the role of the "natives". 

In the "Introduction" to Women, Autobiography, Theory: a Reader Smith and W atson 

place the ultimate question: "Can a colonized subject speak in or through cultural formations 

other than those of the colonial master?,,83 (28). In other words and in relation to the "white 

trash" myth the question is - Can a "white trash" body speak in a language other than that of 

the myth? The relationship between the mythical and the counter-mythical discourse is very 

tentative. What are some of the strategies which the subjects, who "write back to the center" 

(Irving 105) from the position of ex-centricity, use to shape their-stories in relation or in 

opposition to the prevailing master narrative? 

It is often through stories with autobiographic elements that the ex-centric bodies 

attack the "white trash" myth or the master narrative of the colonizer undermining the 

detached and general story by their personal narrative. As Leigh Gilmore notes in The Limits 

81 The similarities in question are however strictly structural. As Julia Watson points out, the use of the word 
"de/colonization" by Western feminists in Western cultural contexts (as the South surely is) can be viewed by 
non-Western feminists as coming from a "decadent and depoliticized discourse" (398). 
82 McIlwaine even uses "she" when referring to the South and "he" when referring to the North (106). 
83 This merely a rephrases Gayatri Spivak's famous question: "Can the subaltern speak?" 
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of Autobiography the proliferation of marginal autobiographies84 in the 1980's paralleled, 

countered, and reacted to the postmodern announcement of the "death of the author" (2001: 

3). The author in question was a very specific one - "the universal human subject,,85 (Smith 

and Watson 27), the colonizer, the civilized white man; a person who has had the luxury to 

forget his sex, race, and class, and concentrate on continuing in the tradition of a coherent 

disembodied subject86 who voices a stable identity, and narrates an unquestionable his-story87. 

The death of the "universal human subject" paralleled the birth of subjects marginal, 

ex-centric whose stories have yet never been heard: "No lesbian in the universe, I do believe, 

will tell you there's nothing left to say. We have our whole lives to say," (53) was Mab 

Segrest's 1981 reaction to the proclaimed futility of narratives. Contrary to the self-confident 

narrative strategies of the central subjects, the ex -centrics make use of truly postmodern 

approaches (or is it the other way around?): questioning of the self as a relevant authorial 

voice; diffusion of the individual into his/her community and vice versa; dialogism; 

suspicious mistrust of language resulting in new ways of expression, namely performance; a 

fluid nature of the subject who is always in the state of becoming, whose identity is always 

deferred, always related to surrounding people and environment, created as much by "fact" as 

by "fiction", and filtered through (in Kristeva's terms) the "politics of negativity,,88. Ex-

84 Marginal here does not only refer to colonial, but to all non white-heterosexual-upper/middle-class-male. 
85 The inclusion of the word "human" in this term further stresses the notion of sub-humanity of all other non
white, male, civilized authors. The literary construction of the "universal human subject" can be traced to 
Western autobiographical writing with its prevailing feature of the unity of self, individuality, and continuous 
history of its subject and narrator. The most exemplary masculine Western autobiographers are Augustine, 
Rousseau, FrankIin, Goethe, and Henry Adams (Smith and Watson 5). Smith and Watson call the Western 
autobiographical "I" "the 'I' with a historical attitude" (27). 
86 In this light, it becomes evident that the "universal human subject" is himself a cultural construct. As Fredric 
Jameson points out: "it [he] never really existed in the first place; there have never been autonomous subjects of 
that type" (quoted in Griffin). This insightful comment however does not attack the existence of the center, 
which is as much of a construct as the "universal human subject". 
87 The myth however does not have an author which is why the "death of the author" could not affect it or 
endanger its impact. 
88 Knowing that the "universal human subject" is a cultural and philosophical construct, it follows that every 
subject is basically ex-centric. This entails the dissolution of the center - margins opposition and renders all 
subjects specific, individual, self-constructed. The term "ex-centric" does not only mean "away from the center" 
but also "following the disappearance of the center". 
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centric narration relies on the interpretive power of the audience, meaning the writer's as well 

as the reader's identity becomes a continual process, not a true/false statement. 

Many ex-centric subjects use the art of story-telling (and especially story-telling with 

autobiographical elements) as a survival strategy, as a means of resistance and self-re-

creation. In terms of the master narrative of the co Ionizer, the ex-centric subjects struggle to 

de-colonize themselves through personal narratives. Accusing the "white trash" myth of lying 

involves self-esteem and determination to go against the "natural" or "unquestionable". Those 

who show these qualities, and succeed in making their counter-narratives known despite being 

long kept in silent shame may to some seem truly eccentric89
. 

3.4. 1. Two or Three Things And Nothing for Sure In Dorothy Allison's Memoir9o 

As an ex-centric "white trash" author Dorothy Allison set for her stories a goal no 

smaller than to "remake the world, to change people's thinking" (S 212). The instrument she 

uses to make that happen is the thing closest to her - her person, her body, her life, her-story. 

By being a self-proclaimed "white trash" author Allison partly accepts narrative of the "white 

trash" myth with its language and strict "us vs. them" division. Nevertheless she complicates 

her textual identity by insisting on its fluid and relative nature91
• 

89 The eccentricity of marginal narratives is based predominantly on the disbelief of the large reading public in 
the events depicted in the ex-centric autobiographies which may seem "a bit over the top". This may even result 
in accusations of lying as was the case of Rigoberta Menchu (Smith and Watson 7). 
90 I take the denomination "memoir" from the flap of the book which says that Two or Three Things I Know for 
Sure is a "lyrical, complex memoir ". 
91 In Women, Autobiography, Theory: a Reader the contributors list a number of aspects which render a given 
text a marginal autobiography: emphasis on writing itself, contradictions in the representations of identity, the 
name as a site for experimentation, gendered connection of word and body (Gilmore 184), 
appropriation/contestation of sovereignty, bringing to light/making manifest, announcing and performing 
publicly, speaking as one of a group/speaking for a group, speaking to the future (Smith 435-438). Two or Three 
Things I Know for Sure fulfills every single one of these prerequisites and therefore mirrors the struggles of 
colonized bodies against the master narrative of the colonizer. It also further unravels the constructed nature of a 
"white" identity and the need to contest it as much as other "ex-centric" identities. 
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Through the fictional process of re-constructing her complex identity Allison attacks 

cultural and mythical imperatives which sustain fictions of coherence (Smith and Watson 27), 

and de-constructs the coherent concept of an easily defined "white trash" body perpetrated by 

the myth. On the other hand her text acknowledges the necessity to somehow unite a 

fragmented identity and locate a stable "point of resistance" (Gilmore 1998: 184) helping her 

in the process of self-re-creation. The author coaxes her audience to discover the complex 

meaning of her narrative which is full of contradictions, hints and ambiguities, and realize the 

deceitful simplicity of the "white trash" myth. 

The whole of Allison's texe2 bears strong autobiographic features, she basically 

tells/writes one story over and over again - starting with a collection of poems The Women 

Who Hate ... Me., which she later transformed into short stories Trash, than fully developed in 

the appraised novel Bastard out of Carolina, and re-capitulated in Two or Three Things I 

Know For Sure - a piece "written for performance in the months following the completion of 

[her] novel Bastard Out of Carolina" which was later substantially revised and published as a 

memoir (TTT Author's note). With each text Allison clearly moves out of the realm of make-

belief and into the realm of truth trying to persuade her audience about the validity of her-

story. 

One of the main themes of Two or Three Things I Know for Sure, similarly to other 

ex-centric autobiographies, is the storytelling process itself. The narrator who introduces 

herself as a storyteller (not a writer) grants the story the leading role in her narrative: "After a 

while the deepest satisfaction was in the story itself, greater even than the terror in my sisters' 

faces, the laughter, and, God help us, the hope" (2). The narrator suggests that at first it was 

92 A very important role in Allison's text play interviews she has given to various magazines and newspapers in 
which she strips bare the intentions behind her narratives. In the interviews Allison performs the role of the 
fiction writer who is asked to leave fiction aside and tell the truth. They offer her the possibility to conform her 
fictional narratives on clearly non-fictional grounds. 
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the effect of the story which she most desired, but which later changed to her focus entirely on 

the telling of a story and rendered its impact on the audience of secondary importance. "The 

story becomes the thing needed," reveals the narrator her fixation on story-making and telling. 

The element uniting the narrator's identity, the "point of resistance" thus can be traced to the 

story itself. This signifies a shift from text to metatext. 

The stories in the memoir have a plethora of original authors - the narrator collects 

stories which somehow shape, affect, and co-create her-story - with one uniting element: they 

are not easy to tell, they are stories of violence, hate, sexual abuse, humiliation, death, despair. 

Their authors had to overcome great hardships to voice them. The memoir thus becomes a 

history of bringing silent stories into the open. The narrator captures the decisive moments 

that lead to the release of the story, and thus to the liberation of its author. "This was a wall in 

my life, I say, a wall I had to climb over every day" (43), explains the narrator her need to tell 

the story of her sexual abuse. "My theory is that talking about it makes a difference. [ ... ] So 

let me say it" (44). 

The text also includes those stories which have not been told: "Behind the story I tell 

is the one I don't" (39). The narrator suggests that even silence carries meaning, and must be 

incorporated into the storytelling process. Two or Three Things I Know for Sure is not a 

memoir in the sense of a single coherent subject, straightforward language, and a beginning to 

end life story claiming an unquestionable truth value; it is a collage of subjects, means of 

expression, silences and stories deliberately balancing on the verge of truth and lie, fact and 

fiction, individual and community, all united in a text written by Dorothy Allison. 
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3.4. 1. 1. Resistance Towards Language 

Dorothy Allison's refusal to comply with predefined modes of representation imposed 

by the myth is clearly reflected in her resistance towards the medium of language. In Two or 

Three Things I Know for Sure as a performance piece, the author abandons the written word 

and literally speaks through her body; constructs her autobiographical identity through 

performance (Smith and Watson 35). The author substitutes the language used by the myth by 

the language of her body because language itself, even before becoming a part of the myth, is 

an instrument of power and hegemony. By attacking language - the very foundation of the 

myth and the instrument of (in Lacan's terms) the Law of the Father (Smith and Watson 19), 

Allison creates a new semiological system, which she designs according to her needs, and her 

reality. 

Allison's sign system of performativity does include words (signifiers), but it is her 

who gives them the desired meaning (signified) by passing them through the lattice of her 

self. The author succeeds in separating the signifier from the signified by suggesting there is 

another meaning behind the word, that there is individual history behind the mythical one. 

The narrator of Two or Three Things I Know for Sure claims: "I am and am not [what] the 

world sees" (TTT 69), 1 am and am not what the world reads/says/hears; one must continually 

question all labels, and look for shaded meanings in all clear narratives. When Allison writes 

"trash" or "bastard" she places within the word the story of the myth next to her own, and 

leaves them to compete with each other in the minds of her audience. She does use the same 

words as the myth but within her story these words simultaneously affirm and counter their 

mythical meaning. By loosening the undisputed relationship between the word and its 

meaning Allison's text demands individual interpretation and ignites its audience's distrust in 

various given and "natural" structures in the society, not only that of language. 
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For a subject who had to learn to break silence and start speaking, it is important to 

appropriate all words and use them to express her position. The narrator in Two or Three 

Things I Know for Sure explains that it is impossible to speak about something that we are 

reluctant to use the words for. The author has to drag the words with all their meanings on her 

side: "The need to tell my story was terrible and persistent, and I needed to say it bluntly and 

cruelly, to use all those words, those awful, tearing words. [ ... ] I had to learn how to say it, to 

say "rape," say "child," say "unending," "awful," and "relentless" ... [ ... ] "in the same terrible 

sentence" (TTT 42-43). The narrator of the memoir uses words such as "rape" in the same 

way that Dorothy Allison uses "trash" and "bastard". 

One of the ways Allison makes language speak for her and not against her, one of the 

ways she avoids its manifestation of power is through the use of an oral narrative. In relation 

to the written word oral narration has 10ng93 been considered inferior, uncivilized, feminine, 

and simply ex-centric which is why it remained unmarked by the internal hierarchy of the 

written word, and therefore appropriated by ex-centric subjects as a "clean" means of 

expression. The text is structured by a number of oral elements, namely dialogue with the 

audience, cyclical repetition, absence of a coherent narrative, and natural flow of speech. 

"Let me tell you a story," is the opening sentence of Allison's memoir which sets the 

scene by invoking a conversation between the narrator and the listener/s, a conversation 

which has been going on long before it was recorded on paper. The reader suddenly finds 

himlherself in the midst of an intimate dialogue where the stories told are of such an 

importance they need to be introduced with a metatextual warning and the listener must agree 

on hearing them ("Let me tell you a story"). The reader can either assume the position of an 

outside observer, excluded from the confidential dialogue by the narrator's constant reference 

93 Especially throughout colonial times. 
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to telling and hearing, and not writing and reading; or s/he can actively enter the world of a 

textual conversation with the author and question, attack, support, and contest her stories 

while reading them. 

The title sentence of the book "two or three things I know for sure" is used throughout 

the text as a refrain, only the grammatical object of the sentence varies every time. It divides 

the text into variously long narratives functioning as a sort of envoi, summoning up the main 

ideas of each "episode". The repetitive sentences alone build a backbone of not only Two or 

Three Things I Know for Sure but of Allison's text as such. Placing them next to each other 

provides the author's "manifesto,,94: Repeating the sentence may suggest the never-ending 

importance of these issues for the author, her reluctance to stop talking about them as they do 

not only concern her but have a wider impact, and the need to constantly debate them and 

never settle for one fixed interpretation, one stable explanation. The narrator claims the author 

of this sentence is her aunt Dot who followed: "Of course, it's never the same things and I'm 

never as sure as I'd like to be" (TTT 5). This uncertainty is present in every one of the refrain 

sentences and further underlines the narrator's attempt to destabilize any undisputed 

statements or meanings. Contrary to the myth's demand for simple and easily interpretable 

signs, Allison's text deliberately presents uncertainty as a positive value. 

Another oral element of the memoir is that it presents a number of fragmented 

narratives, stories which do not gradually lead one into the other but start and end abruptly, 

94 "Two or three things I know for sure, and one of them is what it means to have no loved version of your life 
but the one you make (3); Two or three things I know for sure, and one of them is the way you can both hate and 
love something you are not sure you understand (7); Two or three things I know for sure, and one of them is just 
this-if we cannot name our own we are cut off at the root, our hold on our lives as fragile as seed in a wind (12); 
Two or three things I know for sure, and one of them is that no one is as hard as my uncles had to pretend to be 
(32); Two or three things I know for sure, but none of them is why a man would rape a child, why a man would 
beat a child (43); Two or three things I know for sure, and one of them is that change when it comes cracks 
everything open (48); Two or three things I know for sure, and one of them is how long it takes to learn to love 
yourself, how long it took me, how much love I need now (67); Two or three things I know for sure, and one is 
that I would rather go naked than wear the coat the world has made for me (71); Two or three things I know, two 
or three things I know for sure, and one of them is, that to go on living I have to tell stories, that stories are the 
one sure way I know to touch the heart and change the world (72); Two or three things I know, two or three 
things I know for sure, and one of them is, that if we are not beautiful to each other, we cannot know beauty in 
any form (86); Two or three things I know for sure, and one of them is that telling the story all the way through 
is an act of love (90). 
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every single one told with the same passion, endowed with the same importance. Some stories 

are clearly metaphoric95
, others seem to function as intimate vignettes or obituaries. 

The whole text is fluent and colloquial playing on the importance of sound -

intonation, dialect, volume, the tone and color of the characters' voices: 

"We have to hurry," Wanda told me and that bark of a laugh that 
meant noting was funny. [ ... ] "Get out of the way!" I yelled at a 
guy in a pale blue suit. "No need to be rude, sister," he said in a 
voice that any other day would have cut me to the quick. [ ... ] 
Wanda glared across the rows of economy vehicles, cursing, 
saying: "Damn, this doesn't look right. Damn city growing so 
fast. Goddammit, this doesn't look right." (TTT 12) 

Allison succeeded in what has excluded many Southern writers from getting to the 

mainstream audience - her texts retain a distinct speech namely by the casual use of swear 

words and specific compellations while staying easily comprehensible. 

Dorothy Allison builds the text of her memoir around photographs of herself, her 

family, and friends96
, appropriating yet another system of signification used by the myth 

against the "white trash" bodies. The presence and importance of a non-verbal element further 

proves that she never entirely "surrenders to language" (Griffin 329). Photographs introduce 

another system of signifiers which at first sight support and replenish the author's use of 

words. A closer view however discloses marked discrepancies between the two modes of 

signification. Introducing herself as "trash" (1) the narrator draws on her audience's biased 

ideas about people who either assume or are labeled by this term - ragged, unwashed, dull, 

etc. The first photograph she presents, however, is that of a young woman in a white dress, a 

95 Such as the story about Dorothy making a family tree: A new teacher, obviously not a Southerner, gives the 
children in her class homework - to draw a family tree. For her it is a safe school project which will not cause 
her students any problems, on the contrary they will be happy to create something their families will be proud of. 
She does not realize the danger of bringing up the complicated and often silenced history of "white trash" 
people, within her world family is a safe haven and she does not even imagine it could be otherwise. 
96 Allison has also used family photographs during her performance. Photographs also play a major role in 
Bastard Out of Carolina and her short stories. One of the characters in Bastard comments on the Boatwright 
family's lack of camera-friendliness: "We an't bad looking. We just make bad pictures," (293) and claims the 
difference is money. 
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watch bracelet, a necklace, and a stylish haircut - definitely not the mythical concept of 

"white trash". The author of the memoir continues to weave her narrative by contrasting and 

paralleling words with photographs: she likens her mother to Kitty Wells through words and a 

picture (20) and a couple pages later states: "The women of my family? ... Solid, stolid, wide-

hipped baby machines" (33) and presents a picture of four women whose looks comply with 

the text. "I have never been allowed to be [b ]eautiful and female. Sexed and sexual" (32) 

complains the narrator but later on incorporates into the text a romantic portrait of herself with 

long hair and a sexy top (60) - a typical representation of a beautiful sexy female. Such 

contradictions between the two modes of signification again alert the reader that s/he can 

never be sure of what s/he sees or reads; that a meaning is always related to the specific point 

of view; that one person can be Kitty Wells and a "white trash" icon at the same time, it only 

depends on the interpreter. 

By including photographs into her text Allison in accordance with Barthes' statements 

shows that the material of mythical speech is diverse: 

"[T]he materials of mythical speech (the language itself, 
photography, painting, posters, rituals, objects, etc.), however 
different at the start, are reduced to a pure signifying function as 
soon as they are caught by myth." (Barthes 114) 

Photographs play a leading role in constructing the mythical representation of a "white 

trash" person (Henninger 85). Allison attacks the myth by its own weapons - she undermines 

the mythical concept perpetrated by images of "white trash" people the readers/viewers carry 

in their minds by presenting her private photographs which she claims picture her "white 

trash" family. The author's photographs have not been "reduced to a pure signifying 

function", they retain their primary meaning. 

One of the strategies Dorothy Allison makes use of in her fight against the "white 

trash" myth is appropriating elements of mythical speech, be it words or photographs, and 

expressing them from her own individual position. 
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Ill. 1. 2. The Need For an Interpretive Community 

The beginning of every marginal narration is involuntary silence. The need of the ex-

centric subjects for an audience is thus more than evident. As Smith and Watson point out in 

Women, Autobiography, Theory: a Reader the audience has to "perform the impossible -

validat[e] the female [ex-centric] experience narrated by the text" (23). Ex-centric 

autobiographies become meaningful only when they resonate with the audience, when they 

are accepted for voicing a common experience previously excluded into the realm of the non-

existent (because un-pronounced). The interpretive communities (in Julian Sandell's terms) 

co-create the text because they understand it. 

The dialogical elements in Allison's memoir invite readers to relate to the text -

question, attack, or validate it: "I'll tell you a story and maybe you'll believe me. [ ... ] You 

believe me? [ ... ] Oh, I could tell you stories that would darken the sky and stop the blood" 

(TTT 3, 51). Any kind of a response is a prerequisite for the narrator to continue in her story. 

It is only when knows she is breaking the silence that the story becomes meaningful. 

Who is Dorothy Allison' s implied reader? What kind of an audience understands her 

stories, believes them, or can relate to them? The narrator of Two or Three Things I Know for 

Sure answers: 

"If I could convince myself I can convince you. But you were 
not there when I began. You were not the one I was 
convincing. When I began there was just nightmares and need 
and stubborn determination." (TTT 4) 

It follows that the first audience, the first reader of the narrator's stories was the narrator 

herself. In order to break the silence surrounding specific experiences one must first learn how 

to voice and interpret them for oneself. When the story reaches a larger audience, the narrated 
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experience becomes less specific and more general enabling a wider range of relational 

qualities. The narrator of Two or Three Things I Know for Sure "maps" the journey from 

creating the story for herself to reading it to a strangers who still relate to it: "These days I go 

to strange places, cities I've never been, stand up in public, in front of strangers, assume the 

position, open my mouth, and tell stories" (TTT 90). 

With regard to the audience, the major difference between the myth and Allison's 

myth-defying memoir is that the myth relies on creating and perpetrating an insuperable 

barrier between the object and the recipient of the myth whereas Allison stresses the common 

experience of the object of her story (who is simultaneously its narrator) and its audience. 

3.4. 1. 3. Creating the Self Through Stories 

The narrator of Two Or Three Things I Know For Sure writes from a number of ex-

centric positions. She derives her identity from being a "white trash" woman, lesbian, 

storyteller, Southerner, feminist, incest survivor, mother, member of her family, etc. Allison 

constructs her fictional identity on a wholly unchartered territory sweeping away any 

predetermined and predefined modes of sUbjectivity97. Her fictional identity is fluid, often 

contradictory, conditioned by her-story and its protagonists as well as by her audience. 

U sing the same instruments as the "white trash" myth, Dorothy Allison subverts it by 

creating radically different stories, thus destroying one of the myth's strongest strategies 

which is unconditional objectification of "white trash" people. The decisive shift in her 

narratives is that she assumes the position of the subject (author): "I am a storyteller" (TTT 3), 

the object (content): "[I am] not the storyteller but the woman in the story" (TTT 4), and the 

recipient of the story: "[I am] the woman who believes in the story (TTT 4). The narrator 

97 The number of identity positions she articulates in her narrative only stresses the fact that everyone's identity 
is fragmented, constructed out of many elements. 
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unites the narration around her self, destroying the subject-object opposition, and refusing the 

mythical narratives which have "written her over". At the same time she fragments her 

identity by speaking through a number of voices, assuming multiple subject positions. Allison 

disrupts the mythical process of simplification by putting forward the complex process of 

construction of her authorial identity. 

"The stories other people would tell about my life, my mother's 
life, my sisters', uncles', cousins', and lost girlfriends' -those are 
the stories which could destroy me, erase me, mock and deny 
me. 1 tell my stories louder all the time [ ... ] in order not to tell 
the one the world wants, the story of us broken, the story of us 
never laughing out loud ... " (TTT 71-72) 

The narrator grants stories no weaker than existential powers. Stories produced by the 

myth, which exclude her as an individual although she plays a major role in them as a 

concept, could literally "destroy" her. The myth reflects "white trash" people in a narrative 

which is so dominant that an individual could be (and is) persuaded to mould his/her identity 

and expression to "fit" into it. Continually perceiving a warped but uncomplicated 

representation of one's self - in the form of the myth - may entail one's gradual acquisition of 

this simple prefabricated identity. Within the "white trash" myth, the individual could 

"become broken", and "never laugh out loud". S/he would turn into a mythical caricature of 

himlherself. Such a transformation would truly destroy the individual because s/he would 

cease being himlherself. 

Through the construction of her authorial identity the narrator deconstructs the "white 

trash" myth. In order to be able to tell the story, the narrator must first destroy the myth within 

herself. For this reason the storyteller in Two or Three Things I Know for Sure has to wrestle 

away from the myth the full authorship of her stories, her life, and herself and endow them 

with her meaning: "I am the only one who can tell the story of my life and say what it means" 

(TTT 70). The narrator follows with a direct attack on the myth-making process which 

renders her complex identity flat and simple: "What is the story 1 will not tell? [ ... ] It is the 
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story of the life I do not lead, without complication, mystery, courage, or the transfiguration 

of the flesh" (71). The narrator's subjectivity is created through "the politics of negativity" -

pointing to the stories which are not hers she assumes a vast space of stories she might or 

might not decide to tell. 

The narrator addresses the pressure which the "white trash" myth exerts on her life 

pushing her to lead the mythical paradigmatic existence. She does not only attack the myth 

itself, but any exclusionary master narrative which imposes upon its objects any notion of a 

predefined identity: 

"I know. I am supposed to have shrunk down and died. I know. I 
am supposed to be deeply broken, incapable of love or trust or 
passion. But I am not, and part of why that is so is the nature of 
the stories I told myself to survive." (69) 

The narrator feels the power of the master narrative, she reads its demands, and knows 

exactly what behavioral pattern she is "obliged" to follow. Although the quotation is 

surrounded by the context of incest survival, it resonates with the demands of the myth. 

According to the master narrative of the victim and the perpetrator, the former is defenseless, 

condemned to shame for the rest of herlhis life, "deeply broken, incapable of love or trust or 

passion". The narrator can only resist this "fate" through telling stories, creating another 

reality in which constructs her identity freely regardless of the myth. She counters the 

mythical demands by living her own fiction. 

Storytelling is presented as a survival strategy: "When I began there was only the 

suspicion that making up the story as you went along was the way to survive. And if I know 

anything, I know how to survive, how to remake the world in a story" (TTT 4). By making up 

stories the narrator creates for herself a fictional reality which helps her to survive in the 
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reality affected by the myth98
. She re-creates her identity out of conflating narratives making 

it fluid, open to interpretation, multiple, incoherent, and most importantly unrestricted: 

"I talked-story-talked, out loud-assuming identities I made up. 
Sometimes I was myself, arguing loudly as I could never do at 
home. Sometimes I became people I had seen on television or 
read about in books [ ... ] In the world as I remade it, nothing was 
forbidden; everything was possible." (2) 

Telling a story of survival however entails the so-called survivor's guilt which is also 

present in Allison's memoir: "I tell stories to prove I was meant to survive knowing it is not 

true" (51). This statement destabilizes the narrator's position, and questions the truth value of 

her stories. It also suggests the narrator is questioning the rightfulness of her authorship 

knowing somebody else's stories will never be told. This is also the reason why she 

incorporates other people's stories into her own - she feels like being the voice of "her 

people" telling simultaneously her story as well as theirs. 

In Two or Three Things I Know for Sure, similarly to other ex-centric autobiographies, 

there is an omnipresent dialectics between constructing the subject as purely individual as 

opposed to purely relational, in other words a constant negotiation between "I" and "we" 

(Perreault 191). The notion of "relationality" in women's autobiographies is derived from 

Nancy Chodorow's innovative research in ego psychology which postulated that: "feminine 

personality comes to define itself in relation and connection to other people more than 

masculine personality does" (quoted in Smith and Watson 17). Applying Chodorow's concept 

on the narrator of Two or Three Things I Know for Sure it is evident that in constructing her 

subjectivity she greatly relies on her "white trash" community, namely on "white trash" 

women. 

98 The realities surrounding the text are very complex. There is the reality outside the text shaped by the authors 
mind (memory, interpretation). The author claims that this reality is mirrored in the fictitious reality of the text. 
The text being a memoir however does not ever fully cross the border between fiction and non-fiction; it 
incorporates pure fiction as well as pure non-fiction in one narrative. 
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Allison perpetrates the idea of a singular "white trash" community by accepting the 

"us" vs. "them" division: "Call us the lower orders, the great unwashed, the working class, the 

poor, proletariat, trash, lowlife and scum" (1). The narrator positions herself as being one of 

the "trash", however such a simple identification entails puzzling elements. The superficial 

derogatory labels clearly signify the simplicity of the myth. Within the context of the memoir 

they carry an affirmative as well as a negative meaning. The narrator is simultaneously 

identifying and dis-identifying herself and her community as "trash". 

Allison's "white trash" community is further narrowed down to a single extended 

family which the narrator of the memoir establishes through depicting parts of its "history": 

"My family has a history of death and murder, grief and denial, rage and ugliness," and 

continues, "the women of my family most of all" (32). The memoir basically does not feature 

other "white trash" people than the narrator's relatives. The identification process thus also 

covers the question of being or being not a part of a family. 

The narrator puts forward the notion that her family has no positive history to relate to. 

However, the story of the memoir can be seen as creating such a history. She assigns her 

relatives qualities such as stubbornness, hardness, endurance, etc. which refute any 

definitively positive or negative value. They empower the family to survive under difficult 

circumstances but at the same time they keep them from wanting a change. Two or Three 

Things I Know for Sure is thus a complicated history of a "white trash" family, 

simultaneously a counter-narrative towards the myth and an original story with its own 

characteristics and principles. 

The family history circulates in stories the different relatives talk about and stories 

which remain untold. Silence unites a community on different grounds than a story; it is a 

bond of exclusion, and secrecy. When the narrator claims her subjectivity saying "1 am the 

only one who can tell the story of my life and say what it means", (70) she follows: "1 knew 
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that as a child. It was one of the reasons not to tell" (70). Silent stories are those whose 

meaning is most dangerous and burdening. The narrator here might be referring to her 

childhood's history of sexual abuse. She knew that what was happening to her was bad and 

forbidden. "One of the reasons not to tell" was that she would break the uniting silence and 

the secret of her household99 which would exclude her from the community. 

Telling the story of her "white trash" family also means the narrator is telling on them, 

and affirming the "white trash" myth. The myth silences the ex-centric subjects in various 

ways. The pressure which community members exert upon each another to remain silent 

about the life in the community reflects the fear they might comply with the negative image of 

the mythical paradigm. Telling the story entails the guilt of breaking the silence, revealing 

family secrets, being the "traitor" (hooks 429). 

The closest but most complicated bond unravels between the narrator and her female 

relatives: "The women} loved most in the world horrified me" (38). She draws the biggest 

attention to their similar physical features 100 which also define their personalities and stress 

the repetitiveness of their personal histories with a bleak vision of a change: "My sisters' 

faces were thin and sharp, with high cheekbones and restless eyes, like my mama's face, my 

aunt Dot's, my own" (1) - the narrator comments on the myth's cultural determinism. 

The narrator feels united with the women of her community; claiming their life 

experiences as her own, living their histories, being their voice, dissolving her "}" in a "white 

trash" women "we": 

"The women in my family? We are the ones in all those photos 
taken at mining disasters, floods, fires. We are the ones in the 

99 This quotation carries an innumerous number of meanings. The narrator might also be referring to the 
realization of her unique subjectivity helping her to separate from her community (and the myth), which might 
be endangered once it became a circulating story. 
100 In this aspect Allison confirms the claim of eugenic scientists that "white trash" people share certain physical 
qualities. 
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background with our mouths open, in print dresses [ ... ] ugly and 
old and exhausted." (33) 

Using the "we" the narrator assumes the role of the speaker for her community (or 

only her family? or only the women of her family?). As a "we" the narrator seems to be 

accepting the myth which is why she also constructs her identity and subjectivity as decidedly 

separational. She refuses to participate in the cycle of "death and murder, grief and denial, 

rage and ugliness", and struggles to break out of it through the process of dis-identification: 

"Lord, save me from [the women of my family]. Do not let me become them" (38) prays the 

narrator101
. The acquisition of the "white trash" woman identity as well as its rejection is 

never definite. It mirrors the narrator's attempt to defy the myth which she simultaneously 

accepts. 

The memoir is a multi vocal text stressing not only the dialogue of the narrator with the 

audience, and the narrator with the myth; but also the narrator with herself. It discloses her 

complex subjectivity conditioned as much by her community as by her individuality: "I am 

one woman but I carry in my body all the stories I have ever been told, women I have known" 

(38). On the one hand, being a part of the community and carrying inside herself her 

community's stories, the subject is never absolutely free to assign meaning to stories which 

shape her, stories she makes for herself. On the other, embodying numerous other subjects 

provides her with a rich her-story she can draw from in the process of self-re-creation. The 

memoir is a free space displaying an innumerable quantity of voices all united within the 

fragmented subjectivity of the narrator. It is a mosaic loaded with a single palpable meaning: 

nothing is for sure, everything must be contested, every simple sign carries a complicated 

history. 

101 It is significant that the narrator says "I prayed a man's prayer" - the first barrier she steps over is that of 
gender. The process of identification gradually narrows down to the category "women", so in the opposing 
process leaving this category must be the first step in rejecting the previous identity. 
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Is Fiction Harder Than Truth? 

Two or Three Things I Know for Sure presents itself as a "lyrical, complex memoir" 

accompanied by pictures "from the author's personal collection" (TTT flap), at the same time, 

the Author's Note says: "The names of most family members have been changed and other 

characters are composites-creations based on friends, family, and acquaintances". The text 

balances on the edge between fact and fiction, truth and lie, myth and reality never entirely 

becoming one or the other. Its power lies precisely in the notion of a constant instability, and a 

free interpretive space. 

The author of Two or Three Things I Know for Sure attempts to break the fact x fiction 

divide, and construct a story and a textual identity which is a result of the fluid interference of 

these two worlds. One of the main messages of the memoir is that fiction in its various forms 

- be it the myth in a negative sense or the survival story of the ex-centric subject in a positive 

sense -strongly affects people's lives in reality. A real person can become fictitious through 

hislher acceptance of the mythical pressure to lead a simplified existence; or a person affected 

by the myth can become more real (define the myth within herlhimself) through putting 

himlherself into fiction: "Not until I began to fashion stories on the page did I sort it all out, 

see where the lie ended and broken life remained" (38-39), recognizes the narrator of the 

memoir. In the world of fiction, the author searches for reason and motivation in the behavior 

of hislher characters even when they are modeled on hislher own life. The major difference is 

in the detached view the author acquires in the fictional world which enables himlher to 

analyze hislher life in reality. 

However loose the boundaries of the truthful value of the text may be, it has one 

prerequisite, one coherent "point of resistance" - that the simplification of the "white trash" 
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myth is a dangerous lie102
, the only story the narrator refuses to reproduce: "The story I do not 

tell is the only one that is a lie. It is the story of the life I do not lead, without complication, 

mystery, courage, or the transfiguration of the flesh" (71). The myth is presented as a "mean 

story" which can destroy those who come to believe it: "Of all the stories I know, the meanest 

are the stories the women I loved told themselves in secret - the stories that sustained and 

broke them" (69). In order to discredit the myth the narrator must make her-story powerful 

enough to counter it, she must persuade the audience to believe her. 

Being a performance piece where the author is simultaneously the performer, Two or 

Three Things I Know for Sure must have strongly inclined towards factual grounds. In this 

light Dorothy Allison was using her body to refute the "white trash" myth, literally standing 

up to fight it, persuading the audience that her-story is true, that her physical existence is the 

proof of the lie of the myth103. 

Being a written text the balance between fact and fiction becomes more even. 

Countering the domineering nature of the mythical narrative, the narrator grants the decision 

to accept or refuse her-story to her audience. Tying the rope of the narrative around one stable 

point - the argument that the myth is a lie - the narrator subverts all other truth/lie values of 

the narrative. It is important to keep in mind that the recipient of the written text is located 

within the world of fiction where the value of "truth" is always contested104. 

At the very beginning of the text the narrator questions her own credibility. She 

simultaneously affirms and refutes it; for example by letting her audience witness the process 

of the making of her story: "I'll work to make you believe me. Throw in some real stuff, 

change a few details, add the certainty of outrage" (3). The need for persuasion is clearly 

102 From a metatextual point of view, even this prerequisite is shattered because the narrator does accept the 
concept of the myth primarily by using the "us" vs. "them" divide, and some of the mythical means of 
expreSSIOn. 
103 Which again raises the question - is the narrator speaking only for herself, for her family, for "white trash" 
people in the South, or for all "white trash" people? As a performer Allison was representing herself, countering 
the myth for herself. Moreover, as an author of a successful novel, a teacher, and basically a working-class 
escapee she was already distanced from the "white trash" myth, not being its typical representation. 
104 A lie, however, remains fiction in the world of fiction as well as in the real world. 
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present here, but openly acknowledging her major aim she simultaneously discredits the 

narration. Using a cookbook simile, once the narrator reveals the ingredients of her story it 

weakens the mystery of its effect - diminishes her persuasive powers, which paradoxically, 

enhances her credibility. 

"Oh, I could tell you stories that would darken the sky and stop the blood," (51) claims 

the narrator without specifying whether she is referring to factual or fictional stories, and 

suggesting the story of the memoir is by far not as powerful, frightening and dangerous. She 

continues: "The stories I could tell no one would believe. I would have to pour blood on the 

floor to convince anyone that every word I say is true. And then? Whose blood would speak 

for me?" (51). The narrator's "true" stories are charged with so much ex-

centricity/eccentricity she claims nobody could relate to them or believe them 105. The 

quotation suggests that it is more complicated to persuade someone with pure fact/truth than 

with fiction. 

Making a fiction out of her fact enables the narrator to get closer to her audience. She 

does not have to persuade them she is telling the truth, because "[she] know[s] the use of 

fiction in a world of hard truth, the way fiction can be a harder piece of truth" (3). Thus, she 

resorts to fiction primarily because its persuasive powers lie within the story itself and not its 

author. A fictional story is unique as well as general, it becomes the metaphor of the true 

story. 

The major difference between a fictitious and a factual story lies within the audience; 

fiction grants the narrator a larger audience than a personal one. The narrator of Two or Three 

105 The only way to persuade anybody she were telling the "truth" - meaning either the truth of her "white trash" 
life; or some truth which is more specific - would be for her to "pour blood". This again entails at least two 
meanings - either her death, or the blood of her sexually abused body. In the first case, the narrator would have 
to die to prove the "truth" of her life which actually affirms the myth's presupposition of "white trash" people's 
violent lives and deaths because it suggests that living a true "white trash" life entails a bloody death. It could 
also mean that trying to prove the truth about her "white trash" life would be so difficult, she would have to 
metaphorically "pour blood" to make people believe her and refuse the myth. The following sentences speak for 
the first meaning: "Whose blood would speak for meT suggests the narrator is no longer able to tell her truth, 
and there is nobody to follow her in her truth-telling quest. The sentence also suggests a cycle of unending 
violence proceeding under the cover of silence and secrecy. 
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Things I Know for Sure coaxes her audience to filter the text and find a personal truth, each 

for themselves. She closes her memoir granting the audience the ultimate power of 

interpretation: "I can tell you anything. All you have to believe is the truth" (94), meaning 

her-truth as well as their/our truth. It only depends on the distinct readers/recipients of her 

story whether they decide to search for facts of Dorothy Allison's real life or whether they 

accept her story as a metaphor they might relate to in their own lives. 

It is precisely the interpretation of Allison's text which each reader internalizes that is 

key in deconstructing the myth. Since the myth is a text of innumerous variations with 

everybody carrying hislher own version of it in their body and mind, it can only be shattered 

through individual resistance, and personal deconstruction. 
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Conclusion 

The contemporary need to make whiteness visible reflects a mirroring struggle for the 

freedom of construction of one's individual identity. This process is heavily countered by 

innumerable myths affecting every human body; the situation when a person becomes an 

empty signifier for some myth is not restricted only to "marginal" subjects. However, all 

myths share common features, one of the most important ones being the insuperable distance 

between the "object" of the myth and its proprietor. 

The "white trash" myth is a fluctuating narrative which comprises of various materials 

of mythical speech, namely words and images which have already been worked on -

simplified. Within a distinct context these signs represent the total of a distinct signifier and 

signified but once they have been acquired by the myth the whole signs become mere 

signifiers, their signified being overshadowed by the malleable signified of the myth. 

Within the "white trash" myth the simplified material has been drawn mostly from 

stereotypical representations of poor white uneducated Southerners in literature, journalism, 

and eugenics which lumped various people with distinct pasts and histories under one "white 

trash" denomination. In literary works the antecedents for the stereotypes can be traced as far 

back as Petronius' writings which have served as an inspiration to the first American text 

mentioning poor Southern whites written by William Byrd. It was primarily during the Great 

Depression through the use of poor whites photographs in national journals and magazines 

that the textual stereotypes became united with the visual ones and the "white trash" myth was 

born. 

Thus, innumerable bodies come to signify the impalpable yet simple concept of "white 

trashiness". This impalpability and simplicity is generated by an unambiguous function of the 

"white trash" myth which is that of "safely" separating the poor from the middle and upper 
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classes, and materializing the fearful American "other". The boundaries between white and 

non-white Americans being clearly established by the color of one's skin, it is the "white 

trash" people who must be held in a position of inferiority to serve as scapegoats for all white 

people's negative behavior. 

"White trash" myth similarly to other patronizing myths uses a number of strategies to 

keep its objects outside the borders of acceptability; the most important ones being the 

pressure to internalize/naturalize the mythical assumptions, and silencing objectification. The 

biggest dangers the marginalized subject faces is the belief in one's worthlessness, and the 

gradual transformation of the distinct person with herlhis unique history into the signifier of 

the myth re-filled with the simple yet fluctuating mythical concept. 

Dorothy Allison enters the literary field with a direct message and a clear goal - to 

shatter the "white trash" myth from her position as a writer and a public persona. Through 

uniting the subject-object binary relationship and placing her textual, bodily, and individual 

self into the center of her narrative, Dorothy Allison unquestionably sets out to defy the 

"white trash" myth - being at the same time, the embodiment of the empty signifier as well as 

a "real" "white trash" woman. She acquires a stubborn and angry voice, a bold language, and 

a wide audience. Through constantly referencing the "white trash" history her texts seem to be 

"white trash" people's manifestos. However, her fictitious and factual persona plays such a 

prominent role in her writing that she succeeds in defying the "white trash" myth - but for the 

most part only for her self. 

Through her unconditional acceptance of the mythical separation of people into "white 

trash" and everybody else, Dorothy Allison's texts unequivocally strengthen and nourish the 

myth as a thorough destruction of the myth would have to result in the destruction of the 

concept of "white trashiness" in general. Conversely, what is poisonous for it is Dorothy 
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Allison as a living project who through her performative identity proves that the mythical 

boundaries are by far not as unbreakable as the myth claims (and wishes) them to be. 

Allison did not reinforce the "white trash" myth through the portrayal of her 

characters; on the other hand, for a superficial reader she might have confirmed some "white 

trash" stereotypes. The author unquestionably succeeded in disclosing the complex history of 

the signifiers of the "white trash" myth, their mis-representations, inner feelings, and 

motivations through transferring their real lives into fiction. This process is however double

edged - on the one hand it replaces the empty and distant signifier by a distinct image creating 

an intimate relationship between the reader and the character, on the other, regardless of all 

the truth behind the story, this relationship is as fictitious as the relationship between the 

recipient of the myth and the myth. 

It can be concluded that it is impossible to fight the myth on purely fictional grounds 

as it merely puts one fiction against another. However, stepping into the realm of the real 

Dorothy Allison loses the power of the metaphor and stands against the myth only by herself 

and for herself. 
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Czech Summary 

V nirnci kulturnich, socialnich a literarnich studii ve Spojenych statech arnerickych se 

v soucasnosti dostava do popredi odborneho zajrnu terna "bile rasy/kultury/barvy pleti". 

Cilem "belosskych studif" je nabourat bilou neviditelnost a jeji norrnativnf podstatu, ktera je 

stale trvale pritomna ve vetSine rovin americkeho zivota. Vnfrnani bile barvy pleti jako jen 

jednoho z mnoha dalSich aspektu tvoffcich lidskou identitu otevira tento koncept nepredpojate 

analyze. Nicrnene, jak tvrdf jeden z prednich teoretiku "belosstvi" Matt Wray: "Odbornici, jez 

se zabYvaji tematem bile barvy pleti pronaseji neotresitelne a trefne vyroky, modifikuje-li 

slovo belosskj/d slova jako nadvlada, moc, vysada ci hrdost, ale vetSinou jsou zaskoceni, 

kdyz nasleduje slovo spfna/odpadI06
." Z toho lze usuzovat, ze "belosska" studia jen pokracujf 

v tradici arnerickeho socialnfho a kulturnfho diskurzu a nezvazuji danou otazku v cele jeji 

slozitosti, ale soustfedi se pouze na problernatiku "rasy" a opomijejf podstatne souvislosti 

s trfdnim rozdelenim spolecnosti, genderem, sexualitou a mnohymi dalSimi slozkami lidske 

identity. "Bila spina" jakozto kulturni koncept v sobe spojuje nejru.znejsf slozky lidske 

identity, a pro to musf by! podroben mnohovrstevnate analyze, ktera zpochybni a naboura 

predevsim ty jeho aspekty, ktere byly vzdy povazovany za "prirozene". 

Co presne znamena termin "bila spina"? V arnerickern kulturnim milieu, ktere 

zforrnovalo vsudypfitomne popiranf tffdnfho rozdeIeni spolecnosti a zaroven 

nezpochybnitelna vira v moznost dosazeni "arnerickeho snu", zni spojenf "bila spina" jako 

pouhy literarni oxyrn6ron. Je to ovsern velice pregnantni termin oznacujici belochy a belosky, 

kteff ziji v nekonecnem kolobehu chudoby predevsirn na zemedelskem jihu Spojenych statu. 

Toto oznacenf vsak obsahuje inherentni moralni, biologicke, behavioralnf a intelektualni 

106 Muj pi'eklad. 
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konotace. Oznacenf "bila spfna" znamena lenost, hloupost, nemoralnost, rasismus, prehnane 

aktivnf sexualnf zivot, nasilf a alkoholismus. Uvedene konotace zustavajf jiz po 300 prakticky 

nezmenene, coz z "bile spfny" vytvarf m9tus. 

V My tu dnes Roland Barthes popisuje m9tus jakozto dvojvrstvy system signifikace -

znak je z jazykove roviny prebran do roviny m9ticke, kde je zbaven sveho puvodnfho 

"oznacovaneho" - sve individualnf historie - a stava se prazdnym "oznacujfcfm" nesoucfm 

nove "oznacovane" - m9ticky koncept. M9tus si pro svou signifikaci vybfra jazykove znaky 

vytvoreny z "materie, ktera je jiz zpracovana", jinymi slovy zjednodusena, a ktera m9tickemu 

konceptu snadno podlehne. Koncept m9tu Barthes oznacuje za "vagnf" a podlehajfcf "cetnym 

nahodilostem". Pohromade jej drzf pouze jeho funkce. Je proto zaroveii velice komplexnf a 

jednoduchY. Zasadni prvek m9totvorneho procesu je pretvorenf historie v prirozenost, nebo-li 

"naturalizace" m9tickeho konceptu, tvrdf Barthes. M9tus nahrazuje linearnf vztah kauzalnfm, 

individuaInf pohnutku "prirozenou" pHcinou. 

Analyza m9tu "bile spfny" podle koncepce m9tu Rolanda Barthesa ukazuje, ze lide 

oznacenf termfnem "bila spfna" reprezentujf prazdne "oznacujfcf" m9tu. Zjednodusenou 

materif m9tu jsou v jejich prfpade stereotypnf reprezentace chudych belochu v literature, mezi 

nejznamejsf patH karikatury Erskina Caldwella, dale definovanf "bile spfny" jakozto 

zdegenerovane rasy eugenickymi "vedci" na prelomu stoletf a v neposlednf rade masove 

rozsrrenf "archetypalnfch" podob chudoby v tisku behem ekonomicke krize ve 30. letech 20. 

stoletf, ktere pretrvalo v podobe knihy Jamese Ageeho a Walkera Evanse Let Us Now Praise 

the Famous Men. Prave spojenf textu a obrazu v zurnalistice vedlo k finalnfmu ustanovenf 

m9tu. 
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Lide oznacovani termfnem "bila spina" jsou mYtem zbaveni sve individuality a 

historie a oznacuji jen promenlivy mYticky koncept - Barthesovou terminologii "bilou 

spinavost". Teoretikove "belosskosti" se shoduji na tom, ze funkcf mYtu "bile spiny" je 

preneseni odpovednosti za hlfchy bile Ameriky na (mYtem) definovatelnou skupinu lidf. Lide 

s nalepkou "bila spina" jsou naprfklad oznacovani za rasisty, ciillZ mYtus implikuje, ze zbytek 

bilych Americanwek rasisticky nenf. MYtus navic vytvari dojem neprekonatelne propasti mezi 

chudymi lidmi a strednimi a vyssimi tffdami, jejichz strach z tffdnmo propadu a tffdni 

nestability je nejsilnejsim duvodem pro udrzovani mYtu "bile spiny" pri zivote. 

Je vubec mozne mYticky koncept denaturalizovat a samotny mYtus tak dekonstruovat? 

Barthes tuto moznost zpochybnuje, kdyz tvrdi, ze "tyz pohyb, jiillZ se snaZfme od m9tu 

osvobodit, se sam stava jeho koristi". MYticky koncept je natolik rozvolneny, ze pojima i svuj 

vlastni protiklad. Kazdy pokus 0 dekonstrukci mYtu tak muzu znamenat jeho posilenf. 

"Etnifikace" "belosskosti" je velice dulezitym krokem, nebot' bilou barvu pleti 

zviditelnuje a reaguje tak na pozadavky takovych spisovatelu/ek a teoretikwcek jako Toni 

Morrison a bell hooks pojimat bilou barvu pleti jen jako daISi socialni konstrukt lidske 

identity a ne jako dominantni normu. Jedinymi viditelnymi reprezentanty "belosskosti" je 

vsak v soucasnosti pouze "bila spina", jejiz "belosskost" m9tus zpochybnuje. 

"Bila spina" je mnohoznacny termfn, ktery se vyhyba pevnemu ukotvenf. Jeho 

vyznam a obsah jsou neustale oddalovany (deferred). Na jedne strane se "bila spina" stala 

vedeckym tematem, na druhe strane se tento termfn pouziva jako nadavka obsahujicf stejnou 

mfru politicke nekorektnosti jako slova, ktera byla jiz davno vyrazena ze standardnmo 

slovnfku. V zhledem k tomu, ze "bila" barva pleti byla a stale je povazovana za zasadni 
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predpoklad k uspesnemu zivotu, jehoz znakem je prislusnost ke stredni a vyssi tfide, 

belosilky, ktefi tento znak postradaji, jsou inherentne povazovani za poskozene, deviantni, 

nenormalni a "mene bile". "Bila spina" je zivoucim prikladem "zkrachovale belosskosti", coz 

vede kjejich objektivizaci (vyrazeni ze stredu) zbytkem americke spolecnosti. "Bila spina" se 

tak ocita v jakemsi "rasovem" vzduchoprazdnu - na jednu stranu jsou odsunuti do pozice 

ostatnich skupin znevyhodnenych vzhledem k barYe jejich pleti, jako jsou cernosi/ky, a 

Latin@s, na druM strane jim nikdo nemuze upfit "privilegia" dana jejich bilou pleti. Termin 

"bila spina" totiz implikuje, ze vsichni ne-belosilky jsou "spina" prirozene. 

"Bila spina" je pojem znamy naproste vetSine Americanu. Na prvni pohled spojuje 

rasove oznaceni s tfidnim, ale zuzit jeho obsah jen na tyto dva koncepty by bylo nebezpecne 

zjednodusujici. Ackoliv se vzdy pouzival predevsim pro oznaceni chudych belochu/ek, 

v posledni dobe se dominantni konotaci stava konkretni zpusob chovani. Soucasny koncept 

"bile spiny" nenahrazuje chudobu kulturou chovani, ale rozsiruje se tak, ze pojima obe tyto 

konotace. Ekonomicke ukazatele jsou tak potlaceny ukazateli kulturnimi, coz je nebezpecny 

proces, ktery tak m,Ytus "bile spiny" nadaIe legitimizuje. 

Pri naturalizaci m,Ytu "bile spiny" byli chudi bili Jizane a Jizanky zbaveni nejen sve 

historie, ale i sveho hlasu. Lide oznacovani nalepkou "bila spina" byli ajsou objektivizovani a 

umlcovani prave proto, ze by mohli chtit vypravet svuj pribeh ze sveho subjektivniho pohledu 

a nabourat tak dominantni pribehy (master narratives) Jihu Spojenych statu, ktere s m,Ytem 

"bile spiny" uzce souviseji. V tomto ohledu lide oznacovani jako "bila spina" sdileji osud 

vsech dalSich skupin (nejen v USA), ktere byly a jsou utlacovane na zaklade urciteho aspektu 

sve identity. M,Ytus "bile spiny" tak zrcadlf funkci kolonialistickeho narativu, ktery 

kolonizovane subjekty odsunuje do pozice "jineho" ("other") a vstepuje jim "prirozenou" 

podrizenost. 
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Prvni zminky 0 chudych belosfch na americkem Jihu se vyskytuji v textu Williama 

Byrda, velitele vyzkurnne vyPravy, ktera dostala za ukol prozkoumat spornou hranicni caru 

mezi Virginif a Severni Karolfnou. Dane uzemi v te doM bylo divocinou, ktera skYtala 

ochranu pfed pravem civilizovaneho bileho muze nejruznejsim "zivlum" - uprchlym 

otrokum, americkym Indiamlm i bilym psancum - ktefi tarn kohabitovali bez rasove 

nesnasenlivosti a nesdileli Byrdovy nazory 0 "pfirozenem" uspofadani spolecnosti. Pro Byrda 

nepochopitelny rozklad sociaIni hierarchie se v jeho textu odrazil tak, ze tamejsi belochy 

vylfcil jako divochy zbavene jakychkoli vazeb na "civilizovanou" bilou spolecnost. "Bila 

spina" tak byla oznacena za "jine", neuchopitelne, chaoticke, dionyske. 

Jake jsou konkretni podoby mYtu "bile spiny"? Jake procesy probihaji v tele cloveka 

oznaceneho jako "bila spina", kdyz mYtus naturalizuje, tj. sam v sobe internalizuje? Je mozne 

mYtus "bile spiny" denaturalizovat a dekonstruovat zevnitf? Odpovedi na tyto otazky nabizi 

literarni texty americke spisovatelky Dorothy Allison, ktera sama sebe oznacuje za "bilou 

spinu" a tudiz ztelesiiuje prazdne "oznacujicf" tohoto mYtu. Je jednou z velice mala 

spisovatelek, kterym se podafilo promluvit z pozice "bile spiny" a postavit svuj pfibeh, svou 

historii do centra vypravenf. Allison vsak neomezuje svou performanci pouze na literarni 

pole, nebot' se boji postmoderniho redukcionismu na pouhy text. N aopak, je vefejnou 

osobnosti, jejiz aktivity vytvari komplexni anti-diskriminacni projekt, kterym se pokousi 

zbofit mYtus "bile spiny". 

Tematizovanim mYtu "bile spiny" ve svych uspesnych a ctenych literarnfch textech 

mohla totiz pfispet k jeho popularite a komercializaci (ktera se ovsem konkretnfch lidi 

oznacovanych jako "bila spina" nijak netyka) prave temi "pohyby", kterymi se z nej snazila 

vymanit. To odrazi obrovskou moc, promenlivost a nestabilnost mYtu "bile spiny" - pozira 
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sve protivniky a pfetvari je ve sve nositele. V zdorny pokus Dorothy Allison mYtus zniCit ho 

tak mohl paradoxne, ale v nimci logiky mYtu, jen posilit. 

Srovnani praci Dorothy Allison s mYtem "bile spiny" odhali, pokud, jak a do jake 

miry sama autorka mYtickou signifikaci ve svych textech internalizovala a podafilo-li se ji 

mYtus dekonstruovat. V pojeti pracovni moralky proti sobe jasne stoji mYticky text 

reprezentovany publikaci Georgie Gildera Wealth and Poverty (1981), ktery proklamuje 

lenost "bile spiny", a text Dorothy Allison Bastard Out of Carolina (1992), jehoz literarni 

postavy se doslova ubiji v kolobehu tvrde prace a mizive mzdy. Internalizace mYtu a 

emocionalnich procesu s tim spojenych, ktere probfuaji v tele s nalepkou "bila spina", se 

autorka venuje v eseji "A Question of Class" (Skin: Talking About Sex, Class, and Literature 

1994) a povidce "River of Names" (Trash 1988). Analyza techto dvou textu napovi, jakymi 

prostfedky mYtus zbavuje sve oznacujici jejich historie a napliiuje je svym konceptem. 

V neposledni fade rozbor autorcina memoaru/autobiografie Two or Three Things I Know For 

Sure (1995) osvetli moznost dekonstrukce mYtu aktem vypraveni osobnfuo pfibehu. 

Jednim z mYtu, ktere Jih sdili se zbytkem uzemi Spojenych statu, je vseprostupujici 

mYtus "americkeho snu". Jeho dosazeni je nerozlucne spjato s puritanskym konceptem Tvrde 

Prace a pfedpokladem, ze kafdy beloch ma "pfirozenou" moznost zbohatnout. Tento mYtus je 

vytvofen a uddovan pfedevsim vyssimi a stfednimi tfidami belochUlek. Obhajuji jim sva 

privilegia, ktera nepfipisuji zdedenemu postaveni v spolecnosti, ale Tvrde Praci. 

Analyza rozporu mezi konceptem Tvrde Prace, ktera vede k bohatstvi a Gilderuv 

mYticky text ji tedy povazuje za efektivni, a konkretni tvrdou praci, ktera nevede k bohatstvi a 

je tudif oznacena jako zbytecna, objasiiuje proces mYticke signifikace tvrde prace, kterou 

provadi "bila spina", do mYtickeho konceptu jejich "pfirozene" lenosti .. 
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Ve shode s Barthesovou teorii myru se Allison pokousi ukazat linearni vYvoj historie 

svych postav, kterou myrus naturalizoval do jednoduchych a "prirozenych" fakm. Jeji 

bojovou strategii je otrast zaklady techto "fakm" a ukazat svemu obecenstvu svou pravdu -

"opravdove" lidi s jejich vadami i krasami. 

Allison vecne nacrtava bludny kruh opovrhovane tvrde prace, ktera jen potvrzuje a 

upeviiuje neprolomitelnou chudobu jejich postav. Ztvamenim "opravdovych" pracovnich 

podminek "bile spiny" autorka nabourava myricke pojeti jejich lenosti. Nicmene, aby byl/a 

ctenarika schopen/a rozpoznat autorcino nabourani myrickeho konceptu lenosti musi se s ni 

na tuto prukopnickou cestu vydat od sameho zacatku. Pri cetbe romanu je zlomovym bodem 

oddeleni myrickeho konceptu "bile spiny", kterou ctenarika nosi ve sve mysli, od konkretnich 

literarnich postav dila. Vzhledem k tomu, ze myricky diskurz do romanu silne prosakuje, jeho 

povrchni cetba by mohla sklouznout do myricke interpretace, protoze je vice sugestivni a 

snadneji pristupna. 

Dorothy Allison vede s myrem "bile spiny" neustaly dialog, uvnitr i vne textoveho 

pole. Je zaroveii zosobnenim "opravdove" "bile spiny" a myrickeho konceptu "bile 

spinavosti". Tyto dye persony se vzajemne prolinaji a vychazeji jedna z druhe. Netvofi 

snadno interpretovatelny binarni protiklad. V ztah mezi myrem a teIem oznacenym terrninem 

"bila spina" neni vnejsi, naopak zasadni boj mezi nimi probma uvnitr konkretnmo tela. 

Vzdorovani "naturalizaci" a internalizaci myru je komplexni proces. Dany subjekt 

nejdfive pochopi, ze je zpochybnena jeho lidskost a ze je odstaven do pozice "oni". Zlomovy 

moment internalizace - a sebedestrukce - nastava, kdyz tomu uveri a zacne sam sebe vnimat 

jako myricke "oznacovane". James Baldwin tento prerod komentuje zcela jednoznacne: 

"ZniCit te muze jen to, kdyz opravdu uveriS, ze jsi, cemu bily svet rika negr. 107
" VytrZeni 

107 Muj pi'eklad. 
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my-tu z vlastniho tela je mozne Jen tehdy, kdyz se clovek zmocni sebe sama jakozto 

individuality a zacne na sebe pohHzet s neochvejnou sebeuctou. 

Jedna z odpovMi na otazku, je-li mozne my-tus rozborit zvnitrku, je podle textu 

Dorothy Allison takova, ze je nemozne ho rozborit zvenku. PUsobeni my-tu v konkretnim tele 

hloubeji odhaluje my-totvorne strategie a zaklada pevny prostor k odporu. Narozdil od 

konkretniho tela s nalepkou "bila spina" vnejsi pfijemce my-tu nedokaze rozlisit mezi osobnim 

a my-tickym. Zaroven vsak dekonstrukce my-tu uvnirr konkretniho tela nemusi vest 

k dekonstrukci my-tu jako takoveho. 

Vzhledem k tomu, ze jsou texty Dorothy Allison silne autobiograficke, autorske "ja" 

stoji v jejich srredu a spojuje v sobe subjekt narativu, jeho objekt i publikum. Nabourava tim 

jednu z nejdulezitejsich strategii my-tu, jiz je bezpodminecna objektivizace. Allison svou 

promluvou odmita ikonicke zosobneni my-tu, nestava se telem, ktere se necha "prepsat" vnejsi 

interpretad. Naopak, vklada do textu sama sebe a vytvari tak svou vlastni historii, ciffiZ 

naplnuje pozadavek Helene Cixous na nezavislost zenskeho psani, jak jej formuluje 

v proslulem clanku "Smich Meduzy". 

Autorska identita je roztriStena; promlouva mnoha hlasy, z pozice mnohonasobneho 

subjektu. Jeji texty tak nabouravaji my-ticke zjednodusovani "oznacujiciho" tim, ze tematizuji 

slozity proces konstrukce identity. 

Znama teoreticka postkolonialismu Gayatri Spivak ovsem klade otazku: "Muze 

(vubec) podfizene promluvit?" Ackoliv se my-tus "bile spiny" vztahuje pouze na uzemi 

Spojenych statu, lze jej vnimat v paralelnim vztahu k jinym diskriminujidm narativum a 

nastrojum moci, ktere vytvareji a udrzuji neprostupne hranice mezi vetSinou a mensinou, 
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centrem a periferii, nadrazenosti a podrazenosti. MYtus "bile spiny" tak zrcadli dominantni 

narativy kolonizatorU. Pokud si tela oznacena za "jine", tela "ex-centricka" chteji uvnitf i vne 

sebe vydobYt svobodny prostor, musi si osvojit nekolik komplexnich sebe-znovu-utvarejidch 

strategii. Jednou z nich je vypraveni osobnich pribehu, ktere mYtus nabouravaji v jeho 

obecnosti a odtazenosti. 

Ex-centrici/cky ve svem vypraveni casta vyuzivaji postmodemi postupy (nebo je to 

naopak?): zpochybiiovani sebe sama jakozto duveryhodneho vypravece/ky; rozplynuti 

individua v komunite a naopak, dialogizmus, podezirava neduvera k jazyku, ktera vede 

k novym zpusobum vyjadrovani, zejmena performativite; promenliva podstata subjektu, ktery 

se neustale utvari, jehoz identita je odkladana (deferred) a podminena okolim, postavena jak 

na "faktech", tak na "fikci" a filtrovana, slovy Juliy Kristevy, skrze "politiku negativity". Ex

centricka narace se spoleha na interpretacni silu sveho publika, coz znamena, ze autorova/cina 

i ctenarova/cina identita se stava procesem, ne prohlasenim. 

Obvineni mYtu Ci dominantniho narativu ze lzi je vsak podmineno sebeduverou ex

centrickeho subjektu a odhodlanim popfit "prirozene" a "nezpochybnitelne". Ti/ty, kteri 

takove kvality projevi a kterym se podafi promluvit a bYt slyset presto, ze byli mYtem drzeni 

v tiche hanbe, se mnohym ostatnim mohou zdM vpravde excentricti. 

Dorothy Allison se odmita podrobit mYtem prefabrikovanym zpusobum reprezentace, 

coz se jasne odrazi v jeji neduvere k jazyku. Autorka oddeluje oznacujid od oznacovaneho, 

ciillZ napovida, ze oznacujid muze nest i jine vyznamy, ze za mYtickou historii existuje 

historie osobni. Jeji texty litoci na zjednodusenou podobu mYtickeho jazyka, ktera predepisuje 

jednoznacne vyznamy znakum nezavisle na jejich kontextu, tim, ze rozvoliiuji pevne vztahy 

mezi oznacujidm a oznacovanym a podrobuji je individuaIni interpretaci. Allison si jazyk 

pretvari ve svuj vlastni nastroj, ktery odpovidajeji potfebam a zkusenostem. 
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Ex-centricke autobiografie ziskavaji vyznam pouze, kdyz rezonuji s publikem a 

zprostredkovavaji nadindividualni zkusenost, ktera byla potlacena mlcenim. Interpretacni 

komunity spoluvytvareji dany text, protoze mu rozumeji. Zatimco mYtus vytvari a udrzuje 

neprekonatelnou rozluku mezi objektem mYtu - lidmi nesoucimi oznaceni "bila spina" - a 

pfijemcern/kyni mYtu, texty Dorothy Allison potrhavaji spolecnou zkusenost mezi objektem a 

vypraveckou pribehu Cv jedne osobe) ajejim publikem. 

Zasadnim krokem k dekonstrukci mYtu "bile spiny" je prcive interpretace autorcinych 

textu, kterou si kazdy ctenar/ka internalizuje sam pro sebe. Vzhledem k tomu, ze mYtus je 

text, ktery ma nekonecne mnoho podob a variaci, jez si ve svem tele a mysli nosi kazdy sam, 

muze bYt nabouran pouze individualni vzpourou, osobni dekonstrukci. 

Dorothy Allison na literami pole vstupuje s jednoznacnym poslanim a jasnym cilem -

otrast mYtem "bile spiny" ze sve pozice spisovatelky a verejne osobnosti. To, ze ve svych 

dilech neustale poukazuje na svou historii, kterou prozila jako "bila spina", jeji texty tak na 

prvni pohled hraji roli "manifestu" "bile spiny". Vzhledem k tomu, ze autorcino fiktivni i 

realne "ja" v jejim dile hraji tak prominentni roli, podafilo se Dorothy Allison rozborit mYtus 

"bile spiny", ale jen pro sebe samu. 

Bezvyhradnym prijetim mYtickeho rozdeleni lidi na "bilou spinu" a ostatni, texty 

Dorothy Allison tento mYtus bezesporu vyzivuji a posiluji. Opravdove rozboreni mYtu by 

totiz muselo mit za nasledek rozpad konceptu "bile spinavosti" jako takove. Co je naopak pro 

mYtus nebezpecne, je Dorothy Allison jakozto zivouci projekt, ktera prostrednictvim sve 

performativni identity dokazuje, ze hranice mYtu "bile spiny" neni tak neprolomitelna, jak 

mYtus tvrdi Cajak si to i preje). 
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Zobrazovanim postav nesoucich naIepku "bila spina" Allison mYtus zcela jiste 

neposilila, povrchnim ctenarumlkam vsak mohla potvrdit nektere jejich stereotypy. Autorce 

se bezesporu podaiilo odhalit slozitou historii, ktera se skrYva za zjednodusenym konceptem 

mYtu, tim, ze "opravdove" zivoty mYtickych "oznacujicich" pretavila do fiktivni podoby. 

Tento proces je ovsem dvousecny - na jednu stranu dosazuje na misto vzdaIeneho znaku 

konkretni obraz a vytvari tak intimni vztah mezi ctenaremlkou a postavou, na druhou stranu, 

nehlede na sebevetsi pravdu, ktera se za pribehem skrYva, tento vztah je stejne fiktivni jako 

vztah mezi pfijemcem mYtu a mYtem. 

Zaverem tudiz zbYva fici, ze neni mozne bojovat s mYtem na ciste fiktivni pude. 

Uchyleni se k "realite" vsak pro texty Dorothy Allison znamena ztratu kouzelne moei 

metafory a autorka tak proti mYtu stoji jen sama za sebe. 
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